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ABSTRACT 

A comprehensive study of the pressure dependence of the transport and 
transport ratio of neon isotopes by gaseous diffusion through regular 
geometries has been made. The pressure range was such that the Knudsen 

number or the ratio of capillary radius to gas mean free path varied from 
about 0.05 to 10. The measurements were made using parallel plates and 
capillaries with radii from 5 ~ to 25 ~, length-to-radius ratios from 4 
to 900, and materials of construction including glass, plastic, and gold. 
The results are compared with.available theories and an interpolation 
formula for the data is given, which is an empirical modification of the 
Present and deBethune theory to include effects of flow anomalies and 

real gas flow pressure dependence. Roth the flow and transport ratio 
measurements clearly show anomalies which are probably caused by devia
tions from cosine law wall scattering, but they are not completely con
sistent with each other. 
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NEON ISOTOPE SEPARATION BY GASEOUS DIFFUSION TRANSPORT 

IN THE TRANSITION FLOW REGIME WITH REGULAR GEOMETRIES 

INTRODUCTION 

It ·has been known for over one hundred years that the different gas species 
in. a mixture can be partially separated by passing the gas mixture through 

a porous material if the dimensions of the openings in-the material are 
small in comparison to the mean free path of the gas molecules. About 25 

years ago, R. D. Present and A. J. deBethune [1] developed a theory for the 

separation of a binary gas mixture flowing through circular capillaries. 
Until now, there has been no definitive data which could be used to check 
the theory of Present and deBethune. The purpose of this study has been 
to obtain accurate data for the separation of a binary isotopic mixture 
flowing through well-defined regular geometries. These data are needed 
to define the effect of geometry on the pressure dependence of the separa
tion phenomena and provide the information needed to check the theory of 
Present and deBethune or any other theory which may become available. 

A comprehensive study of the pressure dependence of the separation of neon 
isotopes by gaseous diffusion through regular geometries has been made and 
the results are given in this report. Separation measurements have been 
made with capillaries with different length-to-radius ratios and with par

allel plate geometries. The results are compared with available theories 
and an interpolation formula is also given. 

The results of this study will be presented as follows. First, a summary 
of the report is given to indicate the general results which have been 
found. A discussion of the theories available is presented along with how 
they affect sample selections and define the experimental data which are 
needed. Some points of historical interest in the development of this sub

ject are also given. .The techniques of sample preparation are discussed 
next. A discussion of the flow measurement apparatus and the differences 

in details of the flow data obtained with different geometries are given. 
The separation apparatus, the measurement technique, and the data reduction 

are discussed. The results of the flow and the separation measurements 
are presented and their comparison with theory· is discussed. -In addition, 
an interpolation formula for the data and its possible physical significance 
is discussed. Finally, the conclusions reached as a result of this stud·y ·- -

and recommendations for further work are indicated. 

Several appendices are included. Appendix A gives a listing of all symbols 
used and their definitions. Appendix B gives a listing of the separation 
data which were obtained. Appendix C gives information relative to the pre
cision and accuracy of measurements. 
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SUMMARY 

A listing of all the separation data which were obtained is given in Appen
dix B. Separation measurements were made with glass capillaries with radii 

of nominally 5 ~ and 25 ~ and length-to-radius ratios of nominally 900 and 
450; with plastic capillaries with radii of nominally 12 ~ and 25 ~ and 
length-to-radius ratios of nominally 600 and 200; with gold capillaries 

with radii of nominally 25 ~ and a length-to-radius ratio of about 4; and 
with metal parallel plates with spacing of nominally 10 ~ and 25 ~ ,and 

length-to-spacing ratios of nominally 900 and 350. An accurate determina
tion of the capillary radii and the plate spacing was made by flow measure
ments. 

When the experimental separation data are first examined on a broad scale, 
there appears to be no fundamental difference in the pressure dependence 
of the separation efficiency in these different geometries in contrast to 

the large differences in the pressure dependence of the flow in these same 

geometries. This result would appear to be consistent with the Present 
and deBethune theory using the hydraulic radius concept, and is probably 
due to the fact that most of the differences in the pressure dependence of 

the flows occur in the pressure region where the separation efficiency is 
above about 0.90. These differences in the pressure dependence of the 

flow do produce differences in the initial slope of the separation effi
ciency ratio curves, but these differences are not as dramatic as the dif
ferences in the flow curves. Apparently, below separation efficiencies of 
about 0.90, the separation curves are influenced more by slip flow than by 
free molecule flow. Since slip flow depends only on the hydraulic radius 

and not other details of geometry, the pressure dependence of separation 
appears to be essentially independent of geometry other than hydraulic 
radius below a separation efficiency of about 0.90. 

Of the separation theories presently available, the Present and deBethune 
theory [1] generally predicts separation results sdmewhat lower than those 
which are measured. A calculation method by Malling [2], which is based 

on the flow equations of Lund and Berman [3] and is called the_ general 
capillary separation theory, generally predicts separation results higher 

than those of the Present and deBethune theory. Although closer to the 
measured values, they are still too low particularly in the region of 
separation efficiencies below about 0.60. An empirical modification of 
the Present and deBethune theory has been made to give a better approxima
tion to the experimental data. This modification accounts for the change 

in flow velocity from the free molecule value to the slip value and in-. 

eludes a parameter to account for deviations from ideal free molecule flow. 
This empirical modification has resulted in calculations of separation 

efficiency ratios which agree most closely with the measured values and is 
considered the best interpolation formula for the data. 

A closer inspection of the data reveals that deviations from diffuse 
scattering of molecules from the capillary walls were observed with these 

samples and that these deviations which affect the flow rates also affect 

·-· 
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the slopes of the separation curves. The geometry of the flow channel also 
affects ~he relationship between the initial slopes of the separation curves 

and the channel dimension. In the modified Present and deBethune theory, 

the differences observed due to deviations in the wall scattering law and 

differences due to geometry appear in terms of the constants required to 
represent the experimental data. The constants indicating deviations in 
wall scattering are generally in about the same ratio as those obtained 

from the flow measurements. However, the constants relating to differences 
in geometry do not seem to be consistent with what would be predicted from 
the Clausing calculation of free molecule flow. 

It is observed that in addition to this modification of the Present and 
deBethune theory, some apparently arbitrary changes in the Lund and Berman 
flow parameters can result in significantly better agreement with the ex
perimental data obtained with the general capillary separation theory. 
This could imply that the Lund and Berman flow parameters were·not appro
priately determined. In fact, it is shown that the Lund and Berman flow 
equations result in significantly better agreement with the separation 
data when they are used as differential equations rather than an integrated 
equations as they were originally presented. 

One change in the flow constants which results in better agreement with the 
separation data is a simple translation of the specific flow or transmission 
ratio with respect to the theoretical value as calculated by Clausing. How

ever, the changes with respect to scattering law deviations are such as to. 
indicate that the difficulties with the Malling calculation are of a more 
fundamental nature. The fact that both models indicate that the Clausing 

transmission probability may not be the best estimate of the flow velocity 
for predicting the pressure dependence of the separation efficiency ratios 
is probably sufficient reason to question the accuracy of the Clausing cal

culation. The accuracy is particularly questionable for the parallel plate 
geometries. It is relatively difficult to extrapolate the transmission 
ratio curves to zero pressure to determine accurately the free molecule 
transmission ratios for comparison with calculations. However, the dif
ferences between the measured and calculated separation efficiency ratio 
curves are ~!early distinguishable and indicate a serious discrepancy be
tween theory and measurement. 

Further separation efficiency studies, particularly with parallel plate 

geometries, should be very helpful. These studies should include plates 
with different surfaces such as glass and a stable metal ~uch as gold. 
The studies should also include parallel plates with an order of magnitude 
or greater difference in length-to-spacing ratio. 
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REVIEW OF THE FLOW AND SEPARATION PHENOMENA 

The kinetic theory of gases is most important in any study of the detailed 
motion of a gas. The ~ajar deyelopments in the kinetic theory of gases 
occurred between about 1857 and 1880 by Clausius [4], Maxwell [5], and 
Boltzmann [6]. But even before the development of kinetic theory, Graham· 
[7J in 1829 showed that the effusion rate of a gas through a small orifice 
was proportional to the square root of the gas density and therefore could 
be used as a means of partially separating the components of a gas mixture. 
However, it was almost 100 years before Aston [8], in 1920, made practical 
use of this phenomenon to separate the isotopes of neon. 

TRANSPORT PROCESSES 

Before discussing the separation phenomena, some aspects of the transport 
process should be discussed. Kinetic theqry accounts for the properties 
of a gas by treating the gas as an ensemble of molecules with random mo
tions but with a definite distribution of velocities. The equilibrium 
velocity distribution, which was first determined by Maxwell, defines an 
average kinetic energy for the molecules which is proportional to the 
temperature of the gas. In its simplest form, the molecules are treated 
as billiard balls bouncing around at random colliding with each other. 
The average distance moved between a collision with another molecule is 
the mean free path and the number of collisions per unit time is the col
lision frequency. 

Poiseuille and Knudsen Flow 

When a gas flows through a channel under pressure and temperature condi
tions such that the mean free path is small compared to the smallest 
dimension of the flow channel, then there is a thorough exchange of mo
mentum among the colliding molecules and the gas flows as a viscous con
tinuum mass and is often called Poiseuille flow. When the mean free path 
is large compared to the characteristic channel dimension, then the mole
cules collide with the walls of the channel much more frequently than 
with each other, and therefore they tend to flow through the channel with 
their own characteristic thermal velocities. In the limit where there 
are no collisionl::l between molecules, the flow is known as free molecule 
or Knudsen flow. The transport process results in a maximum separation 
of the components of a gas mixture when the flow is free molecule and no 
separation occurs when the flow is entirely viscous. 

Slip Flow 

In 1875, while studying the viscous damping of a vibrat~ng disk by a 
surrounding gas, Kundt and Warburg [9] found that at low pressures the 
damping decreased. They attributed this effect to .a slipping of the gas 
over the surface of the disk. In 1879 Maxwell developed an approximate 
theory to account for the slip effect. This effect is always observed 
when a gas flows past a stationary surface. In the· early l900' s Knudsen 
[10] studied the flow of gases through capillaries at low pressures. He 
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showed that, as is indicated by Maxwell's slip theory, at high pressures 
slip flow is directly proportional to the pressure difference and inde

pendent of the pressure level, but at a sufficiently low pressure slip 
flow per unit pressure difference increases and extrapolates to a higher 

value at zero pressure. Knudsen explained the zero pressure limit in 
terms of a free molecule flow. This effect can best be observed by plot
ting the specific flow (mass or molar flow per unit pressure difference) 
as a function of the average pressure. At high pressures, the curve is 
linear with average pressure and extrapolates to a finite value at zero 
average pressure. The extrapolated value at zero pressure is due to the 

constant slip flow per unit pressure drop at the high pressures. At 
sufficiently low pressures, such that the gas mean free path is compar

able to the capillary radius, a minimum is observed in the specific flow 
curve. At very low pressures the curve extrapolates to the higher free 
molecule value. Free molecule flow is similar to slip flow but larger 
in magnitude. These features in the specific flow curves can be seen in 
figures 1 through 6. Other experimental investigations of significance 
were performed during this period by Gaede [11] and Adzumi [12]. Gaede 

performed experiments with a parallel plate channel and showed that the 
minimum in the specific flow curve was much deeper than it was with a 
capillary. 

Transition Flow 

It has only been in recent years that a reasonable explanation for the 
minimum in the specific flow curve has been given. In 1948 Pollard and 
Present [13] developed a_ theory for the variation with pressure of the 
self-diffusion coefficient of a gas in a capillary. While this theory 
was applicable only to the diffusion of a gas with no net pressure dif
ference across the capillary, it did give a qualitative explanation for 
the Knudsen minimum in terms of a decrease in the diffusion coefficient. 

They suggested that, at least at low pressures, the total flow might be 
described by the superposition of a diffusive flow as computed in their 
paper and a viscous drift component. In 1951 Visner [14], using xenon 
isotopes, showed that the Pollard and Present theory could accurately 
account for the variation with pressure of the self-diffusion coefficient. 

In 1952 Hiby and Pahl [15] used the same approach as Pollard and Present 
to describe the self~diffusion of a gas between infinite parallel plates. 

They showed that for the parallel plate, the decrease in the diffusion 
coefficient with pressure was more rapid than with a capillary and there
fore qualitatively accounts for the difference in depth of the Knudsen 
minimum for these two geometries. 

In 1954 Weber [16] applied the idea of the superposition of a diffusive 

and drift component to describe Knudsen's flow data quantitatively. He 

assumed that the total gas transport in a long capillary is given at all 

pressures by the addition of (1) a diffUsive component as obtained from 
the Pollard and Present calculation, (2) a slip component which is zero 
at zero pressure and rises to a constant value at large pressure, and 

(3) a viscous component which rises linearly from zero at zero pressure. 

In 1965 Lund and Berman [3] extended the superposition idea to include 
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the transport through capillaries of any length-to-radius ratio. Other 
notable works include Scott and Dullien in 1962 [17], Fryer in 1966 [18], 
and Barrer and Nicholson in 1966 [19]. 

The superposition idea gives a good mechanistic picture of the transport 
phenomena, but it remains a model since there is no mathematical deriva
tion of the slip term. However, analytical results are presently being 
obtained with the use of the linearized Boltzmann equations. This was 
first accomplished in 1963 by Alberton!, Cercignani, and Gatusso [20] for 
an infinite parallel plate. A more recent reference is the work of 
Maegley and Berman [21] with an annulus. 

BINARY SEPARATION 

After Aston's work in 1920, Hertz [22] in 1932 and Woolridge and Smythe 
[23] in 1936 set up cascades using porou~ tubes to separate neon isotopes. 
However, no experimental or theoretical work was done on the pressure de
pendence of the separation of a binary gas mixture. During World War II, 
when interest in separating uranium isotopes became of military signifi
cance, separation by gaseous diffusion was naturally considered. A great 
deal of both theoretical and experimental work ensued. Present and 
deBethune [1] and Bosanquet [24], working independently, developed a 
theory for the separation of gases flowing through uniform capillaries. 
Bosanquet used an approach based on generalized diffusion coefficients, 
and Present and deBethune.used an approach based on momentum transfer. 
Using simple one-dimensional kinetic theory, Present and deBethune calcu
lated the momentum transferred from one gas to the other by intermolecular 
collisions. These intermolecular collisions decrease the net drift veloc
ity of the lighter gas and increase the net drift velocity of the heavier 
gas. The separation is therefore less than that which would be observed 
if the intermolecular collisions had not occurred. This momentum transfer 
between molecules does not change the total free molecule flow, but simply 
the ratio of the free molecule components of the two gases. In order to 
~umplete their theory, they added viscous flow as a nonseparative compo
nent. Thus, they assumed that the total flow was the sum of free molecule 
and viscous flows. This assumption is consistent with experimental data 
on porous materials where no Knudsen minimum is observed in the specific 
flow at low pressures. However, with long capillaries, long parallel 
plates, or any geometry which will result in a Knudsen minimum in the 
specific flow at .low pressures, the total flow is not the sum of the free 
molecule and viscous flows. Therefore, the assumption of additivity of 
the two flows is expected to be, at best, only a good approximation for 
these geometries. 

In order to investigate the accuracy of the Present and deBethune theory, 
separation data with well-defined capillaries are needed. The only data 
that have been available were obtained by Huggill [25] in 1952. He used 
capillaries with diameters of about 0.08 mm and observed changes in con
centration of mixtures of nitrogen-carbon dioxide, argon-carbon dioxide, 
and nitrogen-ethylene. Partial pressures were measured to determine 
concentrations. Huggill's results indicated that the rate of decrease 
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of light gas enrichment with increasing pressure was less than predicted 
by the theory. However, his separation data also showed an anomaly at the 

zero pressure limit: the separation was greater than would be predicted 
for pure free molecule flow. This deviation indicates an anomaly in the 
free molecule flow of one or both of the two components. Free molecule 
flow anomalies have been observed and are treated in some detail by Lund 

anq Berman [3]. Because of the lack of purity of his gases, Huggill also 
had some difficulty with his partial pressure measurements. Thus, Hug
gill's main conclusion was that there are significant anomalies in the 
free molecule flow of different gas species, presumably because of differ

ences in the scattering law from the walls of the capillaries for the 
different species of molecules. Because of these anomalies and the lack 
of sufficient precision, his separation data could not be used to check 

the theory of Present and deBethune. 

A much more critical analysis of the theory can be made by separating 
isotopes where there should be no difference in the free molecule flow 

anomaly for the two isotopic species and where the theory is generally 
expected to be more nearly correct for other reasons. It is also impor
tant to obtain precise data with isotopes in the region where the initial 

slope o.f the separation efficiency vs. pressure difference curve can be 
accurately estimated, because the slope of this curve can be accurately 
related to the dimensions of the flow channel. 

Recently, Malling [2] has used the Lund and Berman flow equations to 

derive an expression for the separation of a binary isotopic gas mixture. 

In his derivation, Malling assumed that the diffusional flow is ideally 
separative, the slip and viscous flow are nonseparative, and there is no 
coupling between the separative and nonseparative flows. Although the 
derivation of Malling is different in principle from that of Present and 

deBethune, the differential equations for separation which are obtained 
by the two methods are quite similar. The advantage of Malling's formu
lation over that of Present and deBethune is that there are several 

parameters which account for the detailed differences in flow behavior 
data and therefore should produce a better correlation with separation 
data than the one-parameter equations of Present and deBethune. 

Experimental Design 

The primary purpose of the present work is to obtain data accurate enough 
to be used to test the accuracy of any model for the separation phenomenon. 
In order to obtain accurate experimental measurements, it is essential to 

use the least complicated test. There are two good reasons why so little 
experimental work has been performed on the separation of gases in regular 
capillaries. First, bundles of capillaries with sufficiently small diam
eters have not been generally available and are difficult to prepare. In 

order to measure a reasonable range in separation, the gas mean free path 
must be of the order of the diameter of the capillary. For large capil

laries this means operating at low pressures. For example, measurements 
with neon at atmospheric pressure would require capillaries 1 ~ in diam

eter or smaller; conversely, a 0.1-mm-diameter capillary would require 
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operating pressures below 0.01 atmospheres. However, if small capillaries 
were available, a large number of them would be required to provide the 
flow rate necessary to characterize the capillaries accurately and to 
obtain a gas sample large enough to analyze for mole fraction changes. 

A second reason for the lack of experimental data is the difficulty in 
accurately measuring the small changes in mole fraction produced by the 
phenomenon. In addition, the low pressures required make the separation 
measurements themselves rather difficult to perform. 

Neon isotopes were chosen for use as the test gas because neon is a simple 

low molecular weight noble gas with only two natural isotopes which occur 

.in significant amounts. The use of isotop~s should eliminate anomalous 
separation data that would result from anomalies in the free molecule flow 
behavior of one of the isotopes relative to the other. The low molecular 

weight produces a high separation factor which can be accurately measured 
with a double-collector mass spectrometer. An additional advantage in 
using neon is that at a given pressure neon has a.longer mean free path 
than that of most gases with an isotope pair. This allows higher separa
tion with neon at a given pressure. For e~ample, the pressure level 
needed to obtain a given separation efficiency can be twice as large for 
neon as that for argon. 
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS 

PRESENT AND deBETHUNE MODEL (PBM) 

In the theory developed by Present and deBethune [1] the flow rate is 
assumed to be the sum of two terms. One term represents the free molecule 
or.Knudsen flow and the other represents the viscous or Poiseuille flow. 
When a single gas flows through a capillary, it is assumed that the Knud
sen component is unaffected by molecular collisions. The molecules have 
the same mass and same average velocity so that the molecules cannot be 
distinguished before and after collision, and no net momentum is exchanged 
in a collision. However, when a binary mixture flows through a capillary, 
the two components have different average velocities and masses so that 
there can be a net momentum transfer between the unlike molecules due to 
collisions. The basis for the theory is the calculation of momentum trans
fer between the unlike molecules. The velocity of the faster, lighter 
molecule is reduced and that of the slower, heavier molecule is increased 
by the average momentum exchanged during collisions between unlike mole
cules. This decreases the relative amount of separation which occurs. 
In addition, the Poiseuille flow is the same for both molecules. This 
also reduces the amount of separation which occurs. 

First, Present and deBethune considered the momentum transferred to the 
wall as a means of calculating the free molecule velocity~· 

(1) 

The left-hand side of the equation is the momentum per second carried to 
a wall element of area 2Tirdx by the molecules of component 1 with an aver
age velocity of u1 and a collision frequency of (n 1v1)/4. The right-hand 
side is the difference in the pressure at the entrance and exit to the 
element defined by the differential length dx. 

dP 1 = m_1v 1n1u 1 
dx 2r 

(2) 

If Knudsen's expression for free molecule flow is put in this same form, 
then 

3Tim1v1n 1u 1 
16r 

(3) 

which diffcrc from equation (?.) hy a factor 3TI/8. Since equation (3) is 
generally considered to be the more accurate result, Present and deBethune 
used (3) in the further development of their theory. At this point a 

deviation from the original derivation of the theory will be made. A fac
tor, K, will be introduced which will later be used to account for other 
geometries or any deviation in the relation between the mean velocity and 
the momentum transferred to the wall. 
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= 3mn 1v1n 1u 1 

16Kr 
(4) 

That is, K is the ratio of free molecule flow for any geometry to that for 
an infinitely long capillary with completely diffuse wall reflection as 

was calculated by Knudsen. If u1 > u 2 and the scattering is isotropic in 
the center of mass coordinate system, then the average momentum of a mole
cule of component 1 after collision is 

Since the average momentum before collision is m1u 1 , the average momentum 

lost in one collision is 

+ where m is the reduced mass 

+ 
m 

Therefore, the average momentum loss per collision is proportional to the 
difference in the average velocity of the two molecules. Tpis point is an 

important aspect of the problem and should be kept in mind when consider

ing other geometries and flow anomalies. 

The number of collisions per second per unit volume between unlike mole
cules is 

and the momentum transferred per unit time per unit volume from component 
1 to component 2 would appear to be 

(5) 

on the average. This development of the theory is very instructive, but 
Present and deBethune pointed out that the average momentum transferred 
is not quite the same as the average momentum loss per collision times 

the number of collisions. Furthermore, the assumption of "hard elastic 
sphere" molecules is unnecessarily restrictive. It was then shown that 
the momentum transferred per unit time per unit volume can be- put- into··· 
the form 

(6) 

In this form the use of the experimental value for the diffusion coeffi
cient, D

12
, avoids the two above objections. 
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Now the momentum balance equations are 

The abbreviation 

is introduced, with 

8Kr kT 1/2 

b = 37T (2m+) 

(ml/2) N 1 . 

(m1 + m2) 172 pD12 

N denotes the mole fraction of component 1. 

Poiseuille flow is also introduced as being additive. Then 

2 V1 { 1 d (NP) 
G1 = ) kT Kr (1 + bP) dx 

NbP dP + NaP dP } 
(1 + bP) dx dx • 

(9) 

(10) 

The first term is inversely proportional to m1
1/ 2 and is ideally,separa

tive. The second and third terms are nonseparative. Equation (10) can 

now be rewritten for both components, and the differential equation for 
separation efficiency is obtained by setting the ratio of the molecular 
flows equal to the ratio of the mole fractions of components 1 and 2 in 
the outlet or product stream: 

_G_l = -:---N...._l ___ 

G
2 

1 - N
1 

(11) 

This differential equation can be· converted. into one for the separation 

efficiency by detining Z ~ 8/8* where 8 = N1 - N and 6* = N1 - N*~ 

N* is the feed concentration necessary to give a product concentration 
of N1 with a perfect Knudsen barrier operating at zero backpressure. 

It is shown that for most cases (m 2/m 1 not too large) the differential 
equation can be integrated to give 

pf 

[ (fb + f exp a)P + ab p2] dP 
ph h 2h 

z (12) 

pf exp [(fb + 
h 

a)P 
f 

+ ab p2] 
2h 
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where 

h = 1 + (f*- 1)(1- N1 ) 

where K' is the ratio of Poiseuille flow for any geometry to that for a 
long capillary. As with the constant K, the constant K' does not appear 
in the original Present and deBethune theory. In this work equation (12) 
is referred to as the Present and deBethune equation. 

As can be seen from this derivation, factors that affect the free molecule 
flow will affect the a and b values through the constant K. .For ex.;1mple, 
deviations in the wall scattering law such as specular reflection or back
scattering will affect the a and b values through the constant K. Changes 
in geometry will affect a and b through both the cons'tants K and K'. 

There are three approximations which should be_considered. The first is 
a perfect barrier. There are several .ways to arrive at the same result. 
The easiest is to set a= b =·O .. Then ·z = (1- w) is the.separation effi

ciency of a perfect barrier, and Z/(1- w) is the separation efficiency 
ratio, i.e., the ratio of the separation efficiency of a barrier to that 
for a perfect barrier operating with the same pressure ratio. The second 

is the effect of assuming no viscous flow. This can be done easily by 
setting the constant a = 0. Then the differential equation for the sepa

ration efficiency can be integrated to give 

where 

X 

z 

fbL\P 

h 

1 -
1 - w X 

-X 
e 

An expansion of this equation gives 

---"z'--- = l _ fbL\P + _l:_ (fbL\P) 
2 

1 - w 2h 3! h 
+ ...• (13) 

This shows that when viscous flow is insignificant, i.e., at low average 
pressures, the separation efficiency ratio is linear with. ·L\P, the pressure 

difference across the separating element. This expression can be used to 
estimate the capillary radius when the initial slope of the separation 
efficiency ratio vs. pressure difference curve is known. 
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A third approximation can be obtained by expanding equation (12) to obtain 

.... (14) 

This gives the same results as (13) except the initial slope is increased 
by'the additive factor a. This expression can also be used to estimate 
the capillary radius. It is particularly interesting to note that for a 
nearly perfect separation efficiency ratio the deviations from perfect 
behavior depend on the pressure difference and not on the average pressure. 

MODIFIED PRESENT AND deBETHUNE MODEL (PBFM) 

The Present and deBethune theory assumes the strict additivity of free 

molecule and viscous flows. It has been proven experimentally that this, 
in general, is not correct. Strict additivity appears to be correct only 
for porous materials. · Therefore, the PBM theory can at best be considered 

a good approximate theory. An attempt has been made to modify the PBM 
theory to account for the known difficulties and also to produce better 
agreement with the experimental data obtained in this work. 

In the PBM theory it is seen that the momentum transferred between unlike 
molecules is directly proportional to the difference in the velocity of 
the two molecules. Therefore, anything which increases or decreases the 

two velocities by the same ratio will increase or decrease the amount of 
momentum transferred between them; The minimum which is observed in the 
specific flow curves for long capillaries and parallel plate geometries is 
evidence of a decrease in the specific velocity of the gases. This mini
mum is observed for all gases. It therefore corresponds to approximately 
the same decrease in the specific flow velocity for both species of mole~ 
cules in a binary mixture, and therefore the decrease in specific flow 

evidenced by a Knudsen minimum should correspond to a decrease in the 
momentum transferred between unlike molecules. 

The b constant in the Present and deBethune equations can be affected by 
changec in the spP.r.ifi.c flow velocity through the constant K. Therefore, 
one way to reflect these changes in specific £low into the separatluu 
theory is to pressure-weight the b constant so that it varies from the 
free molecule value at zero pressure to the slip flow value at high pres
sure. It can be shown that for parallel plate geometry the contribution 
to the wall collision frequency from molecules leaving another wall is 

-nv h 
V = - lexp (--) 

w 4 A 
(15) 

where E1 is the exponential integral, h is the plate separation, and A is 
the mean free path. The contribution from molecules which had their.last 
collision in the gas phase is 

\) 

g 

nV l' h h h 2 h 

4 
[1 - exp (- ~) + I exp (-I) - I2 E

1 
(I)] (16) 
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It may be assumed that a molecule striking a wall has a velocity equivalent 
to the free molecule value if it had its last collision with another wall 
and a velocity equivalent to the slip velocity if it had its last collision 
in the gas phase. Then a pressure-weighting function of this type should 

be appropriate to make the b constant in the Present and deBethune ~quation 
vary fr~m the free molecule value at zero pressure to the slip flow value 
at .high pressures. The third term in equation (15) is a small contribution, 
and so it was dropped for calculation convenience. The changes in the b 
constant caused by changes in the relation between the average velocity and 
the momentum transferred to the wall were introduced through the constant K. 

Therefore the constant K is pressure-weighted according to 

Kp K {(exp (- B:) - BAr exp (- B:)] + :; [1 - exp (- B:) + B: exp (- B:)]} , 

(17) 

where 

B = a constant depending on geometry 

r capillary radius or plate spacing 

A = mean free path 

w 
m 

Maxwell transmission ratio (transmission ratio from a linear 

extrapolation of Poiseuille flow) 

free molecule transmission ratio. 

The modification is accomplished by using Kp instead of K as given in the 
previous section. This change should roughly account for changes in.both 
the a and b values due to variations in the velocity at the wall because 
of geometry,.wall scattering law, or pressure dependence. 

This type of approximation insures thAt it will also represent the flow 
data fairly well s"ince it must agree at the high and low pressure limits 
and produce a pressure-weighted variation in between. A detailed inspec
tion of this type of approximation to the flow equations has not yet been 
made. It should be obvious from this study that a much better approxima
tion is needed to represent flow data than that required to represent the 
separation data. 

GENERAL CAPILLARY MODEL (GCM) 

G. F. Mailing has used the Lund and Berman flow equation to form a general 
capillary model, GCM, for separation. Mailing has used extensive arguments 
to justify the results and certain significant further variations can be 
introduced, but in its present simplest form the Lund and Berman flow equa
tions were used for the component equations instead of equations (lO)·as 
used by Present and deBethune. The partial pressure gradient was used 
with the diffusion term, and the total pressure gradient was used with the 
slip and viscous terms. 
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The general equations are rather complex and; of course, machine calcula
tions are required, but for comparison with the Present and deBethune 
equation they reduce to the following for long capillaries. 

Lund and Berman's equation is 

vAP { (8/3)F X 2.368aA* } 
G = 4kT L[c + (20/9TIA*)X] + 4L [l +A* + 0.592X] 

'(18) 

where X= (rLP/nv), also X « (r/A), c represents deviations from ideal 
free molecule flow, and a represents the slip flow constant which is also 
affected by deviation in the wall scattering law. A* represents varia
tions in the collision integrals for different molecules. F is a function 
which differs no more than 5% from unity and is equal to the ratio of the 
Pollard and Present to Bosanquet diffusion coefficients. It can easily 
be shown .that 

X = 1. 414A*bP 

where b is the same as in the Present and deBethune equations. 

The above equation (18), in the same form as equation (10), is 

G 
2v 1r F AP 1 0.6915 (a/a

0
) bP AP f:::.P 

= 3kT {(c + bP) ~ + (1.094 + 0.9158bP) N JL +NaP ]L} (19) 

If the Lund and Berman equations are considered as differential equations 
and (AP1/L) + (dP1/dx) and (A~/L) + (dP/dx), then there are only two sig
nificant differences between equations (10) and (19). The coefficient of 
.the second term is smaller for the GCM than for PBM and is the primary 
source of the differences in the calculated separation efficiencies for 
the same long capillary. Nominal values of c and a from flow data are 
c = 1 and a = a

0 
= 1.84. But, for example, if c = 1 and a = 1.446a

0
, then 

nearly identical results will be obtained with either model. The other 
significant difference is in the manner in which deviations in the free 
molecule and olip flows rlnP. to wall scattering law deviations enter into 
the models. In the GCM, these deviations affect the equations through c 
and a. In the PBM the effect is to change the a and b constants. This 
causes the PBM and therefore also the PBFM to have a stronger dependence 
on the deviations from ideal free molecule and slip flow than does the GCM. 
These will be emphasized further in the discussion of results. 

The close correspondence between the forms of the GCM and PBM is probably 
sufficient to justify the assumption that the Lund and Berman equations 
shuuld be differential equations instead of integrated equations as. they 
were originally presented. Mailing has made the calculations shown in 
figure 31 where bP in equation (19) was replaced by bP. While this is not 
the same as using the differentiated Lund and Berman equations, it does 
show significantly. different results and further indicates that the Lund 
and Berman equations should be differential equations. 
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EXPERIMENTAL TEST SAMPLES 

SAMPLE SELECTION 

In order to obtain data that can be used in evaluating a mathematical 
model, it is essential that the samples have very well-defined geometries. 
It·would alsobe desirable to obtain data on samples that have different 
geometries. The geometries should exhibit the largest possible differ
ences in their flow characteristics. The three geometries that have the 
greatest difference in their flow behavior in the transition region be
tween free molec~le flow and Poiseuille flow are the orifice, the long 
capillary, and the parallel plate channel. The orifice is a circular cap
illary with a length-to-radius ratio approaching zero, and a long capil
lary is a circular capillary with its length large compared to its radius. 

If a curve is plotted of specific flow vs. average pressure, in the tran
sition region between free molecule and Poiseuille flow the following will 
be noted: 

1. For a short capillary, .where the length of the capillary is approxi
mately 2 to 5 times its radius, the specific flow curve is essentially 
linear over the entire pressure range. 

2. For a long capillary, where the capillary length is greater than 
approximately 12 times its radius, the specif.ic flow curve will show 
a shallow minimum of as much as 10%. 

3. A parallel plate channel will show a very deep minimum of 50% or 
greater in the specific flow curve. 

Because of th~se si~nificant diffP.rP.nr'PS i.n the flow- charaotoriotico and 
the differences predicted by the theories, a short capillary, a long cap
illary, and a parallel plate were chosen as the samples to be used for 
separation measurements. Examples of the flow curves obtained on repre
sentative test samples are shown in figures 1 through 6. Where possible, 
similar samples were prepared w-ith different materials so that the surface 
fini~h would be different. By choosing different materials, the effe~t 
of gas phase flow anomalies such as specular reflection and backscattering 
on the flow and diffusion phenomena can be investigated. For example, one 
set of glass capillaries was fire polished to· smooth the surfaces. Table 
1 shows a description of the samples which were prepared for. separation 
measurements. 

SAMPLE PREPARATION 

Test sample preparation was a particularly important part of this work. 
Capillary test samples with the smallest possible diameters were. desired 
to allow the highest operating pressures. However, small diameters made 
it necessary to have a large number of capillaries mounted in parallel 
in order to have large enough flow rates to characterize the sample and 
to collect sufficient gas for analysis by the mass spectrometer. 



Table 1 

TEST SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 

Capillary Radius, 
a 

microns 

Sample Sample Number of Poiseuille Kent ron Quantimet Length 

Number Material CaEillaries Flow MicroscoEe Area Centimeters 

212 Epoxy Resin 212 24.62 ± 0.17 24.81 ± 0.55b 0.498 ± 0.013 

838 Epoxy Resin 838 12.91 ± 0.07 o. 772 ± 0.016 

924 Methyl 924 12.64 ± 0.04 12.46 ± 0.39b 0.579 ± 0.018 
Methac~rylate 

1054 Glass 1054 4.91 ± 0.01 4.75 ± 0.27c 4.980 ± O.OOlc 0.437 ± 0.001 

64 Glass 64 22.01 ± 0.05 24.33 ± 7.0c 0.995 ± 0.004 

2 Gold Foil 10 25.97 ± o·. 20 29.7 ± 2.lc 26.8 ± 0.8c 0.0111 ± 0.0003 
d e 

1 Steel 2 X 0.9 em 25.58 ± 0.04 0.907 ± 0.002 
d 

0.03e ' 
5 Steel 2 X 0.9 em 10.29 ± 0.907 ± 0.002 

aComparison of capillary radius measured by three techniques. 

b 
Samples prepared in the same manner, but polished by metallographic techniques before measuring. 

cThese sample; were not polished; therefore, focus and definition of diameter were difficult. 

dWidth and length of plates. 

e 
Height or spacing between plates. 

Length 
Radius 

202 

598 

458 

891 

452 
w 

4.3 V1 

356 

884 
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Capillary Samples 

The first test samples were made from two different sizes of glass capil
laries. Each required a somewhat different fabrication method. The larg
est size capillary tubing which was used to prepare test samples had a 
nominal inside diameter of 2 mils or 50 ~ and an outside diameter of 0.25 
in. The first step in the preparation was to score and break the tubing 
into 1-cm lengths. The tubing was broken rather than cut to avoid getting 
dust into the capillaries. Because of the large outside diameter, some of 
the excess glass was removed by grinding the diameter so that more capil
laries could be placed in a given sample area. Wet grinding was used and 
care was taken to avoid getting dust into the capillaries. After the 
grinding operation, the glass tubing had a triangular-shaped outside cross 
section. To be certain the capillaries were still open, a 1-mil wire was 
passed through each capillary. They were then cleaned with hot chromic 
acid and washed in distilled water. The capillaries were next heated to 
550°C to clean them further and to give the wall a smooth

1
, fire~polished 

surface finish. Small pieces of tape (Scotch transparent tape) were placed 
over each end of the capillary to avoid contamination during handling. The 
outside of the glass was coated with an epoxy resin wetting agent, and 64 
capillaries were arranged on erid on a piece of tape in order to hold them 
in position. This assembly was then placed in a silastic mold and the 
capillaries were cast in a block of epoxy resin. Care was taken not to 
cover the top of the capillaries with the epoxy resin. After the resin 
had hardened, the tape was removed and the sample was examined microscopi
cally to assure that there was no adhesive obstructing the opening. The 
test sample was stored in a .desiccator to avoid dust and possible moisture 
etching of the fire-polished surfaces. This sample was designated as 
sample 64. · A photograph of the sample and one of the capillaries is shown 

in figures 7 and 8. 

While test sample 64 provided an excellent sample, a test sample with a 
smaller radius was needed to provide separation data at higher separation 
efficiencies. Therefore, a search was made for smaller capillary tubing. 
A special order of capillary tubing with a tube diameter of 20 mils and a 
capillary diameter of approximately 10 ~ was obtained from the Fredrich 
and Dimmock Glass Co. in Milleville, New Jersey. 

Because of the small capillary diameter, a very large number of capillar
ies were required. The capillary tubing was first coated with a silane 
wetting agent; then the capillaries were scored and broken into approxi
mately 3/16-in. lengths. In order to assemble this sample, a jig was made 
with two pi~ces of wire screen. The screens were separated by a spacer 
and positioned so that their grid structures were coincident. They were 
then fastened in position. The area available for the capillaries was 
confined to a rectangle 0.75 in. by 1.5 in. The 3/16-in.-long capillaries 
were placed in the first row of the wire screen grid structure. A silica
filled epoxy resin was carefully placed on the outside of each capillary 
anu the top screen wire with a hypodermic needle. Enough epoxy resin was 
placed on each capillary to fill the void between them and the void in 
the screen. It was very important not to allow the epoxy resin to get 
into the next row of the grid. More capillaries had to be placed into 
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I 2 mm 

Figure 7 

A SECTION OF SAMPLE 64 

40fL 

1- igure 8 

GLASS CAPILLARY FROM SAMPLE 64 
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the next row of the grid structure without allowing the epoxy to contact 

the end of the capillary during insertion into the screen. This process 
was continued until an array containing 1054 open capillaries was completed. 
After the epoxy resin hardened, the bottom screen was removed since its 
only purpose was to hold the capi~laries in place during fabrication. The 

array of capillaries was then contained in a metal frame with epoxy resin. 
A prototype of the sample that shows a complete array of capillaries and 
wir? scree~ grids; but with no epoxy resin, is shown in figure 9. The 
completed sample 1054 mounted in its metal frame is shown in figure 10, 
and one of its capillaries is shown in figure 11. 

The glass capillaries were the first choice for preparing uniform, well

defined arrays of capillaries. But, as has been indicated previously, it 

is important to have capillaries made with different materials. An array 
of capillaries formed in a plastic block similar to that used by Huggill 
[22] seems to be the best alternative. Huggill prepared his arrays of 

capillaries by encapsulating copper and gold-plated copper wires in methyl 
methacrylate_ and then etching the copper out. Capillaries with length-to

radius ratios considerably larger than those used by Huggill were desired. 
Sihce very large etching times would be required using Huggill's method, 
other means of forming them were investigated. The following technique 
was developed. 

First, stainless steel wire was wound around a rectangular frame as shown 
in figure 12. Then the frame with the wire in place was washed with 
trichloroethylene, sodium hydroxide, and distilled water. Next, it was 
dipped into an acetone solution of an experimental fluorocarbon surfac

tant, called FX-161, furnished by Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. 
This deposited a monolayer coating of a fluorocarbon on the wires. Since 
hydrocarbons do not wet fluorocarbons well, the fluorocarbon coating would 

subsequently prevent the molding plastic from adhering to the wires. In 
order to make the sample the desired size, about 100 turns of the wire 

were wound on each frame. This gave approximately 200 capillaries from 
each frame. The desired number of capillaries were obtained by fastening 

several of the frames together with spacers between each frame. The 
frames with the wires in a vertical position were placed in a silastic 

mold. A plastic casting compound was deaerated by centrifuge and care was 
taken to see that no air bubbles were trapped in the casting compound as 
it was poured into the mold. Two different types of plastic samples were 

made: one using epoxy resin and the other using methyl methacrylate. 
Figure 13 shows a sample after having both sides of the frames cast in 
plastic. In this way two similar samples could be prepared with each set 

of frames. 

After hardening, the sample was removed from the mold and the ends and 
bottom of the sample were ground off to remove the frame. The bottom was 
then metallurgically polished. At this point the wires were removed by 
pulling them out of the plastic one at a time using a microscope and a 
pair of tweezers. This was possible because the fluorocarbon prevented 

the plastic from adhering to the wires. Some of the wires did break when 
attempting to remove them; therefore all of the wires were not removed. 

Those that did remain in the sample were held very tightly and did not 
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Figure 11 

GLASS CAPILLARY USED IN SAMPLE 1054 
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Figure 12 

STAINLESS STEEL WIRE ON METAL FRAME 
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Figure 13 

METAL FRAMES WITH STAINLESS STEEL WIRE CAST IN PLASTIC 

Figure 14 

CAPILLARIES IN PLASTIC SAMPLE 
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represent a problem or adversely affect the sample. Again, because of the 

size of the sample holder, the area available for the capillaries was con
fined to a rectangle 0.75 in. by 1.5 in. 

Samples were made with 1- and 2-mil-diameter stainless steel wire. The 
samples made with 1-mil wire contained approximately 1000 capillaries, and 

those with the 2-mil wire contained approximately 250 capillaries. Several 
samples of each size were made for flow measurements, and generally good 
reproducibility of 1% or better in the capillary radius inferred from the 
flow measurements was obtained. Figure 14 shows one of the preliminary 
samples made with methyl methacrylate and only two rows of capillaries. 

Short Capillary Sample 

Several methods were considered for preparing an orifice or short capillary 

sample. However, because of the many difficulties involved, a drilled met
al foil was chosen. A l-in. square of 5-mil-thick gold foil was rolled to 
a thickness of about 3 mils. Then ten 2-mil-diameter holes were drilled 

into the gold foil with a precision drilling instrument. The holes which 
were made were very slightly elliptical, but the biggest difficulty was in 
defining the length. The drilling process tended to push the soft gold 

through toward the back side, causing a mound which made the length of the 
capillaries larger than the foil thickness. However, the length was fairly 
well defined by optical measurements. Unfortunately, the capillaries were 
not perfectly clean. Several of the capillaries had significant burrs 
resulting from the drilling. These burrs were the primary source of the 
difference in capillary radius as observed by the area measured by an 
Imanco Quantimet Image Analyzer and the radius measured with a Kentron 

microscope. The length-to-radius ratio using the radius determined by the 
Quantimet was 4.3. Figure 15 shows one of the capillaries. This sample 
was designated sample 2. 

Parallel Plate Samples 

One of the requirements for the parallel plate samples was that the faces 

of the channel be very smooth, flat, and parallel. This was accomplished 
by using hardened steel grade A+ gage blocks, which have a flatness of 
4 microinches and an RMS surface finish of 0.09 microinches. The gage 
blocks were thoroughly cleaned and degreased. The blocks were positioned 
with a metal foil spacer between them on each end to determine the approxi
mate channel height. They were placed in a press and approximately 1000 

psi. pressure was applied while epoxy resin was applied to the ends of the 
blocks to fasten them together. After the epoxy resin hardened, they were 
removed from the press and mounted in a plastic block. Figure 16 shows 

test sample 1. 

FLOW MEASUREMENTS 

While microscopic measurements were made to estimate the dimensions of the 
samples, the most accurate means of characterizing these small dimensions 

is with flow measurements. The Hagen-Poiseuille law for laminar flow of 
fluids is so well established that this law can be used to calculate the 
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appropriate characterizing dimension of a test sample. Very precise flow 

measurements were made on all of the test samples as part of a flow study 

which will be discussed in a later report. The measurements were made 

with a specially designed flow system which can be used to make either 
steady state flow measurements or pressure decay measurements at constant 

average pressure. 

The steady state measurements were made by a volumetric technique in which 
the time required for a given pressure change in a calibrated volume was 

measured. The calibrated volume was evacuated at the beginning of a mea
surement so that the change in pressure was large compared to the starting 
pressure. This method reduces errors associated with temperature changes 
in the volume during the measurement time. However, the temperature of 

the volume was monitored and no significant changes were observed. The 
test sample was isolated from the calibrated volume with a needle valve 
which was operated with a critical pressure drop across it so that the 
pressure on the downstream side of the test sample was not affected by the 
pressure change in the calibrated volume. The pressure on the upstream 
side of the test sample was kept constant with a pressure regulator. 

The pressure decay measurements were made with a specially designed test 
sample holder which made use of a small high vacuum butterfly valve. The 
sample was located on a flange very close to the butterfly. The holder 
was arranged so that when the butterfly was open, there was a volume of 
100 cc on each side of the test sample. When the butterfly valve was 
closed, the volume on the valve side of the sample was divided into two 
segments. The segment between the sample and the valve was about 15 cc 
with the other segment about 85 cc. With the butterfly open, the holder 
was filled to some measured pressure. Then the butterfly was closed and 

the 85-cc volume was filled to a somewhat higher pressure. The butterfly 

was then opened and the time interval for a spe~ifir niffcrcntial ~Lessure 
decay was wedSULed. 

Reproducibility and regression analyses indicate the precision of the flow 
measurements was generally ±0.1% or better. Barocel capacitance manometers 
and the timing device which was triggered by the output from the Barocel 

were the principal reasons for the high Jegree of precision. 

The pressure decay technique was used principally for the low pressure 

measurements where the specific flow deviates from linearity with pressure. 
The steady state measurements were made in the high pressure region where 
the specific flow was linear with pressure. The continuum expression for 

viscous flow through a capillary with slip at the wall as developed by 
Maxwell is given in Kennard [26]. Written in terms of the transport ratio, 
defined as the flow rate divided by the free molecule flow through an ideal 

orifice with the same cross-sectional area, this expression is 

WA (20) 

where 

s 
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The capillary radius can then be calcula·ted from the slope, S, of the 
curve obtained by plotting the transport ratio times the area vs. the sum 
of the upstream and downstream pressures •. The intercept at zero average 
pressure, WmA, is also related to the capillary radius. Maxwell's slip 

theory given by Kennard shows that 

(21) 

where the gas interaction with the wall is divided simply into diffuse or 
random.and specular or mirror reflections from the wall. The quantity f 
is the fraction of diffuse reflections. Hanks and Weissberg [27] calcu
late a value of the slip coefficient which gives 

(22) 

An exact solution using the modeled linearized Boltzmann equation gives 
WmA equal to 1.1466 times Maxwell's value. 

The corresponding expressions for the slope and intercept for a semi-infi
nite parallel plate channel are 

s = 

and 

wh 3 

6nvQ. 

7T wh 2 

---
2 Q, 

Berman [28] has shown that when backscattering is present instead of 
specular reflection, the term (2 - f)/f is replaced by 

2 (). 
7T + 2(2 - a) 

(23) 

(24) 

where a is th~ fra~tion of diffnRion reflections, and 1 - a is the frac
tion of backscattered reflections. 

The low pressure transmission ratios measured with the pressure decay method 
were also plotted against average pressure and extrapolated to zero pres
sure. According to Knudsen, the free molecule transpor.t ratio for an 
infinitely long capillary should be 

8 r 
WK = 3 I . (25) 

Smoluchowski [29] showed that specular reflections produce the same effect 
on free molecule flow as they do on slip flow: 

= (2 - ~l ~!. 
f 3 Q, • (26) 
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For finite capillaries, Clausing· [30] showed that an .end correction was 

necessary, giving 

w· 
K 

= (8/3)r 
R. + ll•r · 

{27) 

The .. Clausing end correction, b., for capillaries is given by Lund and 
Berman [3]. DeMarcus [31] has made a more rigorous calculation confirming 
this result and also showed that the Maxwell correction for specular re
flections apply but only for the infinite capillary. Similarily, for a 
semi-infinite parallel plate chann~l, 

(28) 

An appropriate end correction for the finite parallel plate slit has also 
been calculat.ed by Clausing and is given by Berman [32]. Berman [28] has 
also shown that for free molecule flow when backscattering is present, the 

term (2- f)/f should be replaced with a/(2- a). 

A listing of the flow parameters measured on all of ·the test samples is 

given in table 2. 

SEPARATION MEASUREMENTS 

Figure 17 shows a schematic diagram of the neon separation system. The 
system provides a means of flowing neon gas past the test sample at a gas 
velocity of 100 to 1000 times higher than the gas velocity through the 
test sample. In one mode of operation the gas was recirculated in a 
closed loop with sealed piston-type pumps. This mode of operation was 
used at the higher flow ratP.R tn conoorvc ga~. Ac Lhe lower pressures 
and tlow rates, operating conditions could. be obtained better'when the 
neon was simply exhausted to atmosphere through vacuum pumps. The feed 
throttle valve was interchangeable .. The valve used was dependent upon 
the forepressure and the sample being tested. At the higher pressures 
and flow rates a hand-controlled needle valve or ball valve was.adequate. 
At low flow rates a Granville-Phillips Automatic. Pressure Controller was 
used to control a servo-driven variable leak valve. The reject throttle 
valve·was a needle valve. A Meriam Laminar flowmeter was used to measure 
the feed flow. The pressure drop across the flowmeter was measured with 
a 0- to. l-in. water pressure Pace transducer. This permitted measurement 
of feed flow rates of less than one standard cc of gas per minute. 

The pressures were measured with a Datametric Electronic manometer using 
a Barocel pressure sensor type 511, 0 to 10 em Hg, for the forepressure 
and a type 538, 0 to 1 psi., for the backpressure. This provided a very 
accurate means of measuring the pressures. When the forepressure exceeded 
the limits of the Barocel, a mercury manometer referenced to vacuum was 
used to measure the forepressure. 



Table 2 

FLOW MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS 

Nit rosen Helium Arson Neon 

Sample S X 10-~ 
w

0 
x· 10-~ ·Wm X 10-~ 

S X 10-~ 
10-~ wm x 10-" 

s X lO-~ 
w

0 
X 10-~ '!.'m x 10-~ 

S X 10-~ 
w

0 
X 10-~ 10-~ 

Number ~cm- 1 
c::s:· (cm- 1 Hs) w

0 
X ~em-; Hs> ~cm- 1 Hs~ wm x 

212 47.23 97.3 16.0 107 80.3 

838 8.55 33.4 

924 10.71 53.5 44.1 

1054 1. 91 28 •. 0 21.9 0.632 26.0 21.0 1.81 28.0 21.4 0.904 29.6 21.7 
.p. 
\0 

64 19.2 60.8 44.2 6.60 60.5 44.0 1:'.7 46.7 9.12 44.4 

2 1949 3500 3400 666 3600 

1 20.02 54.1 

5 4.95 66.0 17.3 1. 59 75 36 

a~easured several months later after separation measurements. 
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The samples were mounted in a holder in which the feed gas flows horizon
tally across the face of the sample. Figure 18 shows the high pressure 

side of the holder. Three pressure taps are located in the holder to 

permit measurement of the forepressure, Pf, and the pressure drop across 
the face of the holder. The flow channel across the holder is 20 mils 

deep, 7/8 in. wide, and 1~ in. long. The gas enters the holder perpen
dicular to the channel. Figure 19 shows the low pressure side of the 

holder. A pressure tap for measuring the backpressure, Pb, is located 
at point A. The product flow line is 0.5 in. in diameter to help reduce 
the pressure drop between the test sample and the sampling tube. Figure 
20 shows the complete holder assembly bolted together, without a sample. 

A very important and necessary part of the system was a 25-liter dewar of 

liquid helium which was used to freeze out the neon product sample. It 

proved to be a very efficient and inexpensive method of collecting the 
product gas. The product sample tubes were made of Inconel with a 6-mil 

wall thickness in order to reduce the amount of liquid helium boiled off 
each time a sample was taken. 

The apparatus and sample holder were constructed with concern that no 
significant concentration gradients ever develop on the high pressure side 
of the sample. This is necessary in order that any observed isotopic con
centration changes will accurately reflect only those changes which occur 
as a result of flow through the_sample. Because of the wide variety of 
conditions under which measurements were to be made and since a large num
ber of the small capillaries were required for the flow measurements, it 
was felt that more accurate and reproducible results could be obtained by 
analyzing collected gas samples of the feed and diffused or product streams 
under similar conditions in the mass spectrometer laboratory rather than 
having a mass spectrometer physically attached to the separation system. 

The mass spectrometer laboratory prepared a special spectrometer with a 
double-collector system for use in analyzing the neon samples. The ion 
current produced by the neon-20 isotope and the small amount of neon-21 
present is measured by the first collector. The first collector has an 
appropriately located slit to allow the neon-22 ions to pass through to 

the second collector. The ion current produced by the neuu=22 lsotope is 
measured by the second collector. The ratio of the ion currents gives 

the ratio of mole fractions in a given sample. The neon-21 isotope col
lected with the neon-20 isotope is such a small fraction of the neon-20 

isotope that analytically it produces a negligible error and can be 
ignored. The ratio of mole fractions of neon-20 and neon-22 is measured 

for both the feed and product streams. The ratio of these ratios then 

gives the separation factor for a given measurement. 

Separation measurements by the laboratory revealed that best results 

could be obtained with a gas sample at about 10 em Hg absolute pressure. 
This requirement made sampling of the product stream difficult and could 
have greatly restricted the conditions under which separation measurements 

would be made. Initial attempts at collecting a product gas sample in an 
evacuated sample tube under varying backpressure conditions were totally 
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PHOTO NO. PH -69-895 

Figure 18 

HIGH PRESSURE SIDE OF SAMPLE HOLDER 
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PHOTO NO. PH-69-897 

Figure 19 

LOW PRESSURE SIDE OF SAMPLE HOLDER 
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PHOTO NO. PH-69-896 
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Figure 20 

COMPLETE HOLDER ASSEMBLY 
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unsuccessful. As a last resort, the neon product sample was collected 

in a liquid helium dewar. This proved to be so satisfactory that all mea
surements were made in this manner. The product samples were collected 

with relatively low helium loss, and the cost of liquid helium to freeze 
out the neon samples was a small part of the overall effort. From the 
known flow rates through the test sample, the run times could be adjusted 

so ~hat when the sample tubes were removed from the helium dewar, the 
sample pressures would be about 10 em Hg. This technique provided a means 
of maintaining a very low pressure on the downstream side of the sample 
during the entire time required for the test. Most of the separation mea
surements were made with a high side-to-low side pressure ratio of between 

100 and 1000. Since the test samples had different flow rates and a wide 
range of pressures was used in the measurements, several different sizes 
of product gas sampling tubes were used to avoid excessively short or long 

run times. Test sample forepressure varied from one atmosphere down to as 
low a~ about 0.5 mm Hg. Feed samples were always easily collected at the 
required 10-cm Hg pressure. 

The sample to be tested was mounted in the separation sample holder using 
0.05-in.-thick rubber gaskets on each side, and the two pieces of the 
holder were bolted together ·to compress the gasket and seal the sample. 

After the holder was mounted on the system, the system was evacuated and 

leak checked. The ~ystem was then filled with neon to an absolute pres
sure corresponding to the pressure necessary to permit a test to be made 
at a given pressure. Usually the high pressure measurements were made 

first to conserve neon. 

There were two methods of operation: one in which the system operated as 
a closed loop where the gas was recirculated, and the other where the re
ject gas was exhausted to atmosphere. In the first method the first step 
was to circulate the gas. Next, the feed and product sample tubes were 
evacuated to a pressure of 10 ~ Hg or less. A feed sample was taken by 
adjusting the feed line pressure to 10 em Hg absolute and circulating the 
gas past the feed sample tube with the sample tube open for approximately 
30 seconds. The valves on the line to the feed gas sample tube were then 
closed to return the feed gas to the test sample holder. 

In the second method of operation the circulating pumps were not used. 
The feed gas sample was taken in the same manner but at a higher pressure. 
After sampling, the pressure was adjusted to the required 10 em Hg. Since 
the depleted gas was not being recirculated, feed samples were not taken 

each time. In this method of operation the feed gas came directly from 
the supply cylinder to the system and the reject gas was exhausted through 

a pump to atmosphere; therefore, the feed gas always had the same concen
tration. This second method was used only at the lower pressures where 

the flow raLe~ weLe very small and recirculation w~s difficult with the 
dry head piston pumps used for recirculation. A 20-liter buffer volume in 

the feed line was used as a reservoir so that pressures would not change 

rapidly. A Granville-Phillips automatic pressure controller which uses a 

servo-driven variable leak valve was used in the feed line to maintain a 
constant pressure on the high pressure side of the test sample. 
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In both methods of operation, after the product sample tube was evacuated, 

the valve was closed and the sample tube was immersed in a dewar of liquid 
helium. The pressure conditions for the test were set by regulating the 

feed throttle valve and the reject throttle valve. The product line was 
opened to the vacuum pump to start the flow through the test sample and 

reduce the backpressure as much as possible. After the pressure was re
duced and sufficient time was given for reaching an equilibrium flow con
dition, the product sample tube valve was opened and the valve to the 
vacuum pump was closed. The length of time for the test was determined 

by the flow rate at the particular test conditions and the size of the 
sample tube being used. Enough neon was collected in the sample tube to 

give a pressure of at least 10 em Hg absolute when the tube was at ambient 
temperature conditions. Exception was made when the run times required to 

collect neon at a pressure of 10 em Hg exceeded six hours. In these cases 
only enough neon to give 5 em Hg was collected. In these latter cases the 
separation results are somewhat less reliable, since pressures lower than 
5 em Hg absolute in the smallest sample tubes did not provide enough neon 
to obtain very reliable measurements from the spectrometer. During the 

test the forepressure, backpressure, and feed flow rate readings were re
corded. After the test was complete, the product sample tube valve was 
closed and the sample tube removed from the liquid helium. It was allowed 
to warm to ambient conditions, and then the degree of separation achieved 
was measured with the double-collector mass spectrometer. 

Figure 21 shows the separation apparatus and associated instruments. 

SEPARATION EFFICIENCY CALCULATION METHOD 

When a binary isotopic gas mixture is diffused through an appropriate test 
sample, the light component diffuses more rapidly than the heavy component 

so that the diffused mixture is enric.h~n in thP light component, When the 
diffusion occurs through an ideal Knudsen barrier with zero backpressure, 
the ratio of the flow of the light component to the heavy component is 

given by 

where 

Also, 

therefore, 

f* 

N F 

f*N 

1 - N 

(29) 

(30) 

N 
(31) 
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Then for a given product mole fraction N1 the ideal feed mole fraction 

would be 

N* 

Then the ideal enrichment produced by an ideal barrier is 

o* = N* - N1 • 

For a non-ideal barrier where the enrichment is 

o = N- N1 , 

the separation efficiency is defined as 

0 z =
o* 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

For an ideal barrier operating at finite backpressures the flow ratio is 

kv 1 (NPf - N1Pb) 

kv 2 (1 - N)Pf - (1 - N
1

)Pb 

From this it can be shown that the ideal enrichment is 

where w = Pb/Pf. Then the separation efficiency for an ideal barrier 

operating at any pressure ratio is 

z 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

The separation efficiency ratio, Z/(1-w), is then the ratio of the sepa

ration efficiency of a diffusion barrier to that of an ideal diffusion 

barrier. Deviation of the separation efficiency ratio from unity repre

sents deviations from ideal behavior. 

A mass spectrometer can be used to measure the ratio of mole fractions of 

a binary mixture. The separation factor, f, measured with a mass spectrom

eter, is defined as 

N'/(1- N') 

f = N/(1 - N) 

It can be shown that equation (35) can also be written as 

Z = [ N + (1 - N) ff* J f - 1 

f* - 1 

(39) 

(40) 
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In the case of neon isotopes, Z can be approximated by neglecting the 

term in brackets in equation (40). The value of this term varies from 

unity·for high separation factors to 1.004 for the lowest separation fac
tors. Thus, the problem of not knowing the exact value of the feed mole 

fraction introduces a negligible error. Then, since f* = 1.04881 for 
neon isotopes, 

z = 
f - 1 

f* - 1 

f - 1 =----
0.04881 ' 

(41) 

where f is the value for the separation factor or ratio of mole fraction 

ratios as measured with a double-collector mass spectrometer. 

In order to obtain an accurate separation efficiency, consideration needs 
to be given to the effect of the gas depletion or cut (ratio of product 

flow to feed flow) and to the effect of concentration gradients in front 
of the sample. The separation tests were made with a turbulent holder 
and at very low cuts to avoid a concentration gradient. However, this. 
point was investigated on several occasions by varying the cut with all 
other conditions held constant. This was never a problem except at the 
lowest operating pressures. A correction was calculated for each test to 

. account for the finite amount of gas removed from the stream by using the 
Rayleigh distillation correction: 

8 

(1 - 8) ln [1/(1 - 8)] 

where 8 is the cut or ratio of the product flow to the feed flow. Gener
ally, this value deviated from unity by less than 1%. The separation 
efficiency is given by 

(
f - 1 ) 8 

z = f*- 1 (1- 8) ln [1/(1- 8)] · 
(42) 

Other factors which affect the separation efficiency are the forepressure, 

Pf, and the backpressure, Pb. All of the measurements were made at a room 
temperature of about 25°C; the omall variations in room temperature have a 
n~gligible effect on the results. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

All of the separation data that were taken on all of the samples which 
were tested are shown in Appendix B. Graphs of separation efficiency 

ratio, Z/(1-w), vs. pressure difference across the sample, ~P, are shown 
for each of the samples investigated in figures 22 to 29. For some of 
the.data a larger variance in the low pressure region is due to an early 

problem of measuring the backpressure accurately. During the study, 
improvements were made in measuring the backpressure that eliminated this 
source of error. It is also believed that the lower pressure data tend 
to be biased low and have a larger variance because of the accumulation 
of larger amounts of air in the sampling tube with the longer times re
quired to collect a gas sample. The presence of air in the mass spectrom
eter causes errors due to varying amounts of beam dispersion. There was 

also another problem at the lowest pressure relative to the fraction of 
the feed gas withdrawn as product which will be discussed later. The 
problem of long sampling times could be reduced if the test·samples con
tained more capillaries. · Sample 212 was the first sample tested .. Since 

the sample had the highest flow rate of any of the samples tested, sig
nificantly better data might have been obtained with· this sample if the 
separation measurements had been repeated later after all the improvements 

were made. 

The data for sample number 838 shown in figures 23 and the data for sample 
number 924 shown in figure 24 appear to have somewhat more scatter in the 
higher pressure region than for other samples. It· ·is believed that this 

increased variance was related to system problems and temporary problems 

with the mass spectrometer. The mass spectrometer analysis was the main 
source of test variance. The standard deviation per measurement should 
have been about ±0.009. A discussion of the mass s~ectrometer variance 
is given in Appendix C. 

The primary purpose of this study was to obtain experimental data of a 
quality that could be used to evaluate any theory for the separation of 
a binary gas mixture of isotopes. No attempt has been made to obtain a 
least squares fit of the experimental data with an analytic expression to 

obtain an interpolation formula. Instead, an empirical modification of 
the Present and deBethune equations has been made which appears to repre
sent the data quite well and may be used as an interpolation formula for 

the data. Table 3 gives some combinations of constants used in the modi
fied Present and deBethune equation to show the sensitivity of the fits 
to variations in the constants as indicated by a calculated standard 
deviation. The best trial and error fit of the data is indicated by the 

lowest standard deviation. 

It is easily recognized from the PBM theory that the primary variable is 

the product of the characteristic dimension of the geometry being tested, 

which from these data appears to be the hydraulic radius as suggested by 
Present and deBethune, and the pressure difference across the test sample. 

If that product is also divided by the product of the gas viscosity and 

the mean molecular velocity, a unique parameter is obtained which will 

allow all separation data to be plotted on the same scale. 
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Table 3 

CONSTANT FOR THE MODIFIED PRESENT AND deBETHUNE MODEL 

Sample K Wm/WK B K' s* 

212 1.05 1.00 3 1 0.0695 
0.85 1.00 3 1 0.0492 
0.85 0.75 3 1 0.0335 

0.85 0.70 3 1 0.0319 
0.75 0.75 3 1 0.0306 
0.75 0.70 3 1 0.030.1 

838 0.75 0.85 3 1 0.0315 
0. 75 0.75 1 1 0.0309 
0.75 0.85 1 1 0.0292 
0.70 0.85 1 1 0.0291 

924 0.75 0.85 3 1 0.0367 
0.75 0.75 1 1 0.0366 
0.70 0.75 1 1 0.0360 
0.70 0.85 1 1 0.0362. 

0.70 0.85 3 1 0.0358 

1054 0.85 0.75 3 1 0.0306 
0.85 0.70 3 1 0.0280 
0.75 0.75 3 1 0.0268 
0.75 0.70 3 1 0.0256 

64 0.75 0.70 1 1 0.0235 
0.85 0.70 3 1 0.0228 
0.85 0.70 1 1 0.0213 
0.85 0.75 1 1 0.0221 
1.05 0.70 3 1 0.0225 

2 0.67 1.00 1 0.78 0.0335 
0.50 1.00 1 0.78 0.0182 
0.40 1.00 1 0.78 0.0158 
0.40 ·0.70 1 0.7H 0.0161 
0.50 0.70 1 0.78 0.0156 

1 1.178 0.50 1.5 0.67 0.0377 
1.178 0.60 1.5 0.67 0.0344 
1.178 0.70 1.5 0.67 0.0328 
1.178 0.70 2.0 0.67 0.0338 

5 0.88 0.50 1.5 0.67 0.0284 
0.88 0.70 1.5 0.67 0.0215 
1.178 0.70 1.5 0.67 0.0249 
1.178 0.60 1.5 0.67 0.0180 
1.178 0.50 1.5 0.67 0.0176 
1.178 0.50 2.0 0.67 O.Oi92 

* 
s is the standard deviation of experimental values from the calculated 
values. 
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r~P 
Y=-=-· (43) 

nv 

Most of the data were obtained with very low backpressu.re; for cases when 

pb -+ 0, 

(44) 

1 -- 1 
where n = 2 pv/.. defines the mean free path A at the average pressure. 
This parameter Y emphasizes the relationship between the gas mean free 
path and the dimensions of the flow channel and provides a good scale to 
indicate the separation efficiency in relation to the ratio of the radius 
to mean free path. However, it must be emphasized that the important 
parameter is pressure difference and not pressure level.· .This correspon
dence follows only when the backpressure is small compared to the fore

pressure. 

Figure 30 shows the data obtained with five different samples plotted as 
a function of Y. An initial examination of these data appears to indi
cate that there is ho fundamental difference in the pressure dependence 
of the separation efficiency in these different geometries in contrast to 

the large differences in the pressure dependence of the transmission ratio 
in these same geometries. However, on closer examination it can be noted 
that the data band is relatively wider at the left- and right-hand sides 

of figure 30 than it is in the midrange •. The parallel plate data are at 
the lower side of the data band on the left-hand side and at the higher 
side of the data band on the right-hand side of the figure. There are 
also pattern deviations in the data for the other samples which reveal 
signi~icant information about the individual test samples~ These pattern 
deviations are most easily observed in tenns u£ the par'ameters required 
to fit the separation data with the PBFM as shown in table 3. The impli

cations of the parameters will be discussed later. 

Sample number 1054 is the sample with the.smallest capillary radius, and 

for that reason more data were obtained with this sample than with any of 
the others. Figur~ 31 is a plot of these experimental data compared with 
four mathematical model calculations. These calculated.curves were ob
tained using the measured values of the parameters required in the models 

and the parameters which gave the best fit for those which were not mea
sured. It is quite clear that GCM using the'average pressure weighting 

does not fit the data well. The GCM using local pressure weighting fits 
the data significantly better but still does not fit the data over the 

· entire curve. The PBM calculations are too low over the entire range of 

the data, but the PBFM calculations fit the data well over the entire 

range of the measured separation efficien~ies. 

As is shown by equations (13) and (14), analytical expressions in terms 

of the capillary radius can be obtained for the initial slope of the 
separation efficiency vs. the pressure difference curve from the PBM. 
Because of the poorer reliability of the lower pressure data, the initial 
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slope for sample 1054, as well as that for all the other samples, was 
estimated by calculating the slope required to give the average experi
mental point at a separation efficiency of 0.85·. This calculation was 
made by using the first three terms in the expansion of the analytical 
expressions (13) or (14). This approximation is in good agreement with 
the values obtained from the full calculation either with or without vis
cous flow. The capillary radii determined in this way for all of the 
samples are shown in table 4 compared with the radii determined from the 
measurement of Poiseuille flow through the samples. The ratios of these 
radii are used to estimate the deviations in the .wall scattering law 
required by each of the models to produce the measured initial slope. 
These are shown in table 5, which also shows the scattering law devia
tions inferred from the flow measurements. 

Table 4 

MEASURES OF CAPILLARY RADIUS 

Sample 
Number ~ 

212 24.7 

838 12.9 

924 12.7 

1054 4.9 

64 22.0 

2 26.0 

1 25.5 

5 10.3 

R1 capillary radius 

R2. capillary radius 

R3 = capillary radius 

1.04 

1.02 

1.12 

1.00 

o. 71 

from 

from 

from 

Rt+ capillary radius from 
Present and deBethune 
flow. 

R3/R1 Rt+/R1 Rs/R1 

0.98 0.93 0.81 

0.89 0.78 

0.99 0.91 0.79 

1.03 0.78 0.68 

0.99 1.04 0.91 

1.00 1.34 1.16 

1.075 0.61 0.53 

0.78 0.35 0.30 

Poiseuille flow. 

free molecule flow. 

slip flow (Maxwell model). 

initial slope of separation curve using 
separation theory {PBM) with no viscous 

Rs/R1 

0.96 

0.96 

0.98 

0.93 

1.13 

0.79 

1.55 

1.44 

the 

Rs capillary radius from initial ~lope of caparatinn curve using the 
Present and deBethune separation theory (PBM) with viscous flow. 

Rs capillary radius from initial separation curve using the general 

capillary model (GCM). 

Note: All the radii were calculated assuming completely diffuse 
reflection and the appropriate factor for the Clausing trans
mission probability. 
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Number 

212 

838 

924 

1054 

64 

2 

1 
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Table 5 

DEVIATIONS FROM DIFFUSE WALL SCATTERING 
IMPLIED BY MEASUREMENTS 

Present and deBethune 
Model General 

No Viscous Viscous Capillary 

Measurements Flow Flow Model 

a f a f a f a f 

0.962 0.895 0.89 

0.942 0.873 0.67 

0.94 0.951 0.881 0.63 

0.97 0.876 0.809 0.80 

0.83 0.980 0.952 0.50 

1.00 0.854 0.936 1 

0.759 0.695 

0.83 0.519 0.467 

Modified 
Present and 

deBethune 

a f 

0.86 

0.82 

0.82 

0.86 

0.92 

0.91 

0.86 

1 

a fraction of diffuse reflection when backscattering is present. 

f fraction of diffuse reflection when specular reflection is present. 

Sample 1054 is also Qf partir11lar intcrc.!t L~cause there were some changes 
in the physical characteristics of the sample during the period when it 
was being tested. Flow measurements were.made on the sample (1) before 
the initial separation measurements, (2) after the first set of separation 
measurements, and (3) after the second set of separation measurements. 
The flow measurements indicated that between the first and second set of 
measurements there was a change in either the number of capillaries, the 
capillary radius,· the surface scattering law, or some combination of 
these. After the second set of separation measurements, the sample was 
cleaned with a solution of a commercial cleaning agent called Decontam. 
Flow measurements after the cleaning indicated flow character essentially 
the same as that of the original flow measurements. Although it is less 
certain, there also could have been a decrease of as much as 20% in the 
initial slope between the first and second sets of separation measurements. 
This is less certain because the sample characteristics were probably 
changing during the separation tests which occurred over a period of over 
six months. The measured parameters at the different times are shown in 
table 6. 

Analysis of all the parameters involved indicates that the most probable 
explanation is that an oil film with a thickness of between 1000 and 2000 A 
was adsorbed on the walls of the capillaries, which in turn affected the 
surface scattering law. A silane wetting agent was used on the outside of 
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Table 6 

VARIATION IN FLOW PARAMETERS 

FOR SMALLEST GLASS CAPILLARIES 

Sample 
Number 

1054a 

1054b 

1054c 

S X 10- 4 

(cm- 1 Hg) 

2.17 

1. 91. 

2.36 

28.0 

36.0 

25.87 

21.85 

26.90 

R1 capillary radius from Poiseuille flow. 

R2 capillary radius from free molecule flow. 

R3 capillary radius from slip flow. 

aBefore first set of separation measurements. 

b 
After first set of separation me~surements. 

cAfter cleaning. 

.4.907 

4.749 

5.007 

4.839 

5.262 

5.065 

4.788 

5.132 

the capillaries to assure good adhesion between the glass and the epoxy 
bonding agent. This silane could have migrated to the inside of the cap

illaries. Because of the small change in the capillary radius as indi-· 
cated by Poiseuille flow in comparison with the larger changes in the 
slip and free molecule transport ratios, the data are more consistent 
with a decrease in specular reflection due to the oil adsorption rather 
than the alternative explanation which would require that the adsorbed 
oil film produce an increase in backscattering. The data appear to indi
cate no change in the number of capillaries which would ha,ve required 
that the capillary radius calculated from the free molecule and slip 
transport ratios increase more than that calculated from Poiseuille flow. 
It would also require no change in the initial slope of the separation 
curve. This conclusion is also supported by the fact that the sample 
was easily cleaned. It is doubtful that such small capillaries could be 
cleaned if they were completely plugged. 

Figure 32 shows a comparison of the data obtained on sample 1054 with a 
curve calculated from PBM with the capillary radius arbitrarily adj1,1sted 
to give the best fit of the data. The best fit of adjusted parameters 
for the GCM is also shown. With arbitrarily adjusted parameters the data 
are fairly well represented over the full range of the data. This shows 

that the PBM and the GCM can be made to be virtually identical with 
appropriate selection of parameters. 
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As shown in table 5, the capillary radius from PBM and the C value from 
GCM both indicate backscattering. However, both the C and a required to 

fit the separation data are quite different from the range of values mea
sured by Lund and Berman and, in fact, are quite different from the approx

imated C and a obtained from flow measurements on these samples. The 
values from the flow and separation measurements are approximate because 
least squares curves have not been obtained. Table 7 compares the C and 
a values obtained from flow measurements with several combinations of C 
and a used to fit the separation data for all the test samples. This 

shows the sensitivity of the fits of the data to variations in the con
stants C and a by the variation in the calculated standard deviations. 

Variations in the surface scattering law should have different effects in 
the two separation theories. If the appropriate correction is made in 
the PBM to account for the effect of scattering law deviations on free 
molecule flow, then this theory predicts that the effect will be to change 
the slope of the separation curve by the same fraction as the change in 
the free molecule transport ratio. However, in the GCM the effect is 
different from that obtained in the PBM. If the Maxwell calculation of 
the variation of C and a with specular reflection or backscattering as 

given on pages 34 and 35 is assumed, thenvery little effect on the ini
tial slope of the separation curve is produced by scattering law devia

tions. If the relation between C and a observed by Lund and Berman, 
which is different from the variation,predicted by Maxwell, is assumed, 
then the effect is to make a fractional change in the initial slope of 
the separation curve by about one-third of the fractional change in the 

free molecule transport ratio. All of the theories indicate that the 
initial slope of the separation curve should be proportional to the hy

draulic ra'dius. Therefore, the ratio of the initial slopes of the separa

tion curves to the hydraulic radius for similar geometry test samples 
should have the same value. Experimentally, variations of the initial 
slopes of the separation curves due to variations in the wall scattering 
law can be observed by variations in the slope-to-radius ratio. Table 8 
shows at least 20% variation in the measured ratios of.slope-to-radius 
ratios. This is about the variation observed in the flow data, which is 
al::;o presumably due to scattering law variations. This slope variation 
appears to be larger than can be accounted for by the measured range of 
C and a variations using the GCM, but is within the range of accountabil

ity for the modified PBM. 

Qualitatively, this difficulty can be seen in the following way. In the 
PBM form, the effect of specular reflection or backscattering is in direct 
proportion to the increase or decrease in gas velocity.. The momentum ex
change between unlike molecules is proportional to the difference in 
average velocity~ An increase in average velocity increases the momentum 

exchange between unlike molecules and therefore increases the slope of the 
separation curve. In the GCM, an increase in the free molecule diffusion 

rate caused by specular reflection tends to decrease the initial slope of 

the separation curve since this increases the amount of separative flow. 
An increase in the slip transport ratio from the same cause will tend to 

increase the initial slope of the separation curve since this increa~es 
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Table 7 

COMPARISON OF GCM PARAMETERS OBTAINED FROM FLOW MEASUREMENTS 
WITH THOSE NEEDED TO FIT THE SEPARATION DATA 

Sample 
Flow Measurements Separation Measurements 

Number c a c 0· s 

212 1.77 1.00 1.85. 0.0353 
1.50 1.00 0.0342 
1.25a 1. 25 0.0314 

838 1.00 1.85 0.0353 
1. 50 1.00 . 0.0438 
1.25 1.25 0.0406 

. 2. ooa 1.00 0.0275 
2.00 0.75 0.0397 
2.20 0.80 0.0295 

924 0.878 1.80 1.00. 1.85 0.0404 
1.50 1. 00 0.0390 
2.00 1.00 0.0356 
1. 75 1.00 0.0345 
2.20a 0.80 0.0336 

1054 0~945 1.90 1. 00 1.85 0.0333 
l.soa 1.00 0.0231 
1. 33 0.925 0.0325 
1. 25 1. 25 0.0275 

64 0.712 2. 03. 1.00 LOS O.Ol.)H 
1. 50 1.00 0.0331 
2.00 1.00 0.0203 
2.00 1. 25 0.0328 
3.00 0.75 0.0341 
3.ooa 0.50 0.0194 

.2 1.00 1.84 1.00 1.84 0.0567 
l.ooa 1.00 0.0215 
1.00 0.75 0.0226 
0.75 1.00 0.0260 
1. 33 1.00 0.0367 

1 2.28 

5 0.86 

aSmallest Standard Deviation. 
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Table 8 

SEPARATION EFFICIENCY INITIAL SLOPE RATIOS 
COMPARED WITH RADIUS RATIOS 

Initial Hydraulic SloEe Ratio 
Sample Slope Radius Radius Ratio 
Numbers Ratio Ratio Measured Clausing 

212/1054 5.22 5.039 1.036 0.982 

838/1054 2.75 2.633 1.033 0.997 

924/1054 2. 72 2.580 1.054 ·. o. 994 

64/1054 5.43 4.488 1.210 0.994 

2/1054 4.65 5.506 0.844 0.550 

1/1054 6.52 5.200 1.254 2.202 

5/1054 2.45 2.092 1.171 2.544 

1/5 2.66 2.485 1.070 0.866 

the nonseparative flow. If the C and a are both affected .by the same 
fractional change, as is expected from the Maxwell theory, then the two 
effects almost cancel each other and result in no change in the initial 
slope. There will be a decrease in separation efficiency at the higher 

. pressures, however, because of the increase in cr. Since Lund and Berman 
have observed that the magnitude of a ··changes more rapidly than C, this 
type 'of change because of specular reflect.ion causes a net increase in . 
the initial slope, but by a smaller magnitude than that predicted by the 
modified Present and deBethune theory. 

Because of this effect, the PBFM and the GCM should more closely corre
spond to each other when pure diffuse reflection is observed. Qualita
tively, the two theories appear to fit the data better for sample l0j4 
than for any of the other samples, even though the C value required by 
the GCM indicates relatively less backscattering.thari for the other sam
ples, and the capillary radius required by PBM indicates relatively more 
backscattering than for the other samples. In contrast, the C's and a's 
inferred fr.om the flow data imply the least deviation from diffuse reflec
tion for sample 1054, with increasing amounts of specular reflection for 
the other samples. Although there are some serious· questions concerning 
the level of the flow data, they do indicate the ·relative value and rela
tive ordering of all the test samples. 

Figures 33 through 35 show the experimental data obtained on samples 838, 
924, and 64, compared with three of the mathematical models. In each case 
the calculations using the PBM are lower than the experimental data over 
the entire range of pressu~es when the measured capillary radius with the 
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appropriate Clausing factor is used. The GCM calculations are also lower 
than the experimental data in every case when the measured capillary radius 
is used with nominal values of C and cr. Again, the arbitrary modifications 
in the PBFM calculations produce a good fit of the experimental data in 
each case. Table 9 gives a comparison of the standard deviations on the 
fits for all the samples with the different calculations. 

Table 9 

COMPARISON OF THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA OBTAINED WITH THE DIFFERENT MODELS 

Sample 
GCMa GCMb Number PBM 

212 0.0647 0.0353 0.0314 

838 0.0.500 0.0316 0.0275 

924 0.0557 0.0404 0.0336 

1054 0.0617 0.0333 0.0231 

64 0.0421 0.0258 0.0203 

2 0.0855 0.0567 0.0226 

1 0.0486 0.0670 

5 0.0722 0.0355 

aStandard values of the constants C and cr. 

b 
The constants. c and a were varied to give approximately minimum 
variance. 

PBFM 

0.0301 

0.0291 

0.0358 

0.0256 

0.0213 

0.0158 

0.0328 

0.0176 

The deviations in scattering law inferred from each of the assumed models 
are given in table 5. The PBM implies that backscattering is present, but 
that the pattern of changes is consistent with the pattern of changes in
ferred from the flow measurements. The GCM using only the initial slope 
is also consistent with this ordering as indicated by R

6
/R

1
• However, the 

full GCM fits show a pattern ui change oppositP. to that inferred from the 
flow measurements. The best agreement is obtained with sample 1054 which 
shows the smallest deviations in the scattP.ring law, and the poorest agree
ment is with sample 64 which shows the largest deviation in the scattering 
law. The pattern of change in the C constant opposite to that indicated 
by the flow data implies that the GCM is not capable of accounting for 
deviations caused by specular reflections or backscattering. ~n addition, 
the values of the constant a required to fit the separation data are con
sistently lower than those required to fit the flow data. The PBFM fits· 
all of the data equally well and, therefore, apparently more accurately 
accounts for these anomalies. 
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The best experimental indication of the scattering law deviations is given 

by the ratios of the measured initial slopes of the separation curves to 

the capillary radius as sh~ in table 8. The deviations of the initial 

slope ratios from the capillary radius ratio could be simply due to inac
curacies in estimating the initial slopes, but these deviations are most 
likely due to the variations in the scattering law for molecules on the · 
different surfaces, since they are consistent with the variations inferred 
from the flow measurements. It was shown that a fraction of molecules 

specularly reflected from a surface increases the effective radius of the 
capillary for free molecule flow and incr~ases the initial slopes of the 
separation curve through the K constant in the PBM and the PBFM. Accord
ing to the data of Lund and Berman [3], free molecule flows are usually 
less than those predicted by the Clausing theory and must be explained by 

a mechanism similar to the backscattering suggested by Berman. Backscat
tering will decrease the initial slope of the separation curve since it 
corresponds to an effective decrease in the capillary ~adius. The ratios 
of slope ratios to radius ratios given in table 8 imply either more specu
lar reflection for sample 64 or more backscattering for sample 1054. Since 
sample 64 was fire polished, the former is more likely. If specular re
flection is present, then this implies that a scaling factor to reduce the 
capillary radius is needed in both theories. This could mean that the 
Clausing factor as used by Present and deBethune does not give. the correct 

relative momentum transfer to the walls, and therefore the proportionality 
constant for momentum exchange between molecules is incorrect. Of course, 
it could also mean that the calculation of momentum exchange between mole
cules is incorrect. But if the latter is the correct interpretation, the 
same error in the proportionality constant should be in effect for all 

geometries. Table 8 shows the calculated ratio of the slope ratio to the 

radius ratio for the indicated test samples assuming that the initial 
slope is proportional to the Clausing factor for each sample. There does 
not appear to be a consistent proportionality constant between the me;:~snred 
ratio of slopP ratio to radiu~ ratiO and that calculated from the Clausing 
factors for the different geometries. This tends to imply that the prob

lem is associated with the use of the Clausing factor rather than an error 
in the calculation of momentum exchange between molecules. 

The experimental separation data generally became rather unreliable for 
forepressure of 2 mm or lower. It is believed that this effect and the 

scatter in the data are a result of a cut effect problem and air contam
ination because of the required long sampling times. Detailed cut curves 
were obtained on samples 924 and 1054, and the curves shown in figures 36 

and 37 illustrate this point. The cut is varied by adjusting the reject 
flow. Separation data were taken over a range of cuts to determine if 
there were any losses in separation efficiency due to a concentration 

gradient in front of the sample. These data were plotted and extrapolated 
to zero cut. At zero cut no concentration gradient should exist. When 
the measurements can be made at a low enough cut so that there is no dis
cernable difference between the measured value and the extrapolated value, 
then cut curves are not needed for each test. Measurements at pressures 
above 5 mm Hg showed that the cut effect could properly be accounted for 
by the correction given on page 13 for cuts existing below approximately 

8 = 0.05. Most measurements were made at cuts of 0.001 or less where a 
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.correction was unnecessary. A v~~y 'unusual· cut ·effect was obserVed at 
pressures of 2 mm Hg and·lower. A. decrease in separation efficiency is 
observed. as the cut is decreased. This .occurs. when the velocity of the 

feed gas is about 0.01 or greater times that of sound. It is possible 
that the high velocity of the feed gas produces a perturbation in the ve
locity distribution function which causes this effect. From experience, 
it is C!Jncluded' .that the highest measured. separation efficiencies at 
thes·~ pressure'· levels are the most,. representative of the· sample, and 

that generally'all of these lower pressure data are biased low. 

Figures 38 and 39 show the lowest pressure data obtained with samples 

1054 and 924. As indicated above, the·data at pressures of 2 mm Hg or 
lower are less reliable and tend to be· low be'cause of the cut effect. 

These two figures also show the three model calculations and more accu
rately indicate how they compare at these lower pressures. 

Compar.ison of the experimental data obtained on a long glass capillary, an 

orifice, and a parallel plate is shown in figures 40 and 41. The radius 

of the capillary samples and the height of the parallel plate samples are 
not identical, but they are close enough to make a good comparison of the 
separation efficiency obtained on the different geometries. These two 

figures emphasize the small differences in experimental data which ·can 
result in significant differences in the parameters required by the PBFM' 
to obtain a good fit of the data. 

A large difference in the initial slope of the 'separation curve.between 
the long capillary and the parallel plate having the same radius and 
plate spacing is predicted by PBM when the appropriate Clausing factors 
are used. As is seen in figures 40 and 41, this is.not experimentally 
observed. The length-to-plate spacing ratio for the parallel plate and, 

t<? a lesser extent, the length-to-radius ratio for a capillary have an . 
effect on the initial slope of the separation curves. Table 10 shows the 
calculated effect for the test samples used in this study. The data may 
not be accurate enough to make a definite conclusion, but 'the data are 
more consistent with the hypothesis that the length-to-spacing ratio for 
par·allel plate~ does not affect the initial, slope of the separation. curve 
to the extent predicted and that it should be proportional only to t;he 

plate spacing. As seen in table 9, the ratio of the initial slope ·of the 
separation curves .for the two parallel plate samples tested is different 
from the ratio of the plate spacing, but not. as predicted by the Clausing 
correctio~ to the Present and deBethune theory. There is. an indication 

. from the flow data that there is. more specular 'reflection with test sample 

1 than with test sample 5, which would account for this deviation in. the 
separation slope. Again, this is an important point be'cause this also 
implies lhat the Clausing factor is not the appropriate coefficient to 

indicate the correct momentum transfer. to the wall. However, additional 
data are needed for confirmation. 

Figure 42 shows the separation data for .the short capillary test sample 2 

compared with the calculated curves. In this case the PBM, using the 
appropriate Clausing factor with the capillary radi,u~ and the.appropriate 
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Sample 

Number 

212 

838 

924 

1054 

64 

2 

1 

5 

93 

Table 10 

THE MODIFICATION CONSTANT K FOR THE PRESENT AND deBETHUNE 

MODEL FOR DIFFERENT GEOMETRIES AND CALCULATION METHODS 

Momentum 

Clausin~ Free Molecule Flow SliE Flow Transfer 

Infinite Length Finite Length Infinite Length Infinite Length 

1 0.974 0.76 1.178 

1 0.989 0.76 1.178 

1 0.986 0.76 1.178 

1 0. 992 0.76 1.178 

1 0.986 0.76 1.178 

1 0.550 0.76 

2.203 0.76 1.178 

2.544 0.76 1.178 

K' constant taking proper account of viscous flow for the short capillary, 

represents the data better than the GCM'with nominal values of C and cr. 
This result perhaps should not be too surprising since the transmission 
ratio for this test sample is linear with average pressures as was assumed 
in the Present and deBethune theory. A somewhat better fit is obtained 
with the PBFM using an arbitrary. value of the constant K which is again 

smaller than that calculated from the Clausing factor. The best fit with 

PBFM was obtained with a value of Wm/WK = 1 corresponding to a transmission 
ratio, linear with average pressure, which is consistent with the intent 
of the modification of the PBM. A good fit is obtained with the GCM when 
a smaller than nominal value of a is used. 

Figures 43 and 44 show the separation data for the parallel plate test 
sample 1 and 5 compared with the model calculations. In this case, the 

calculation for PBM using the Clausing factor was so poor that a calcula
tion using the spacing itself as the dimension parameter .was made. This 
calculation corresponds to using the hydraulic radius as was suggested by 
Present and deBethune. However, this suggestion is inconsistent with the 
change to the Clausing factor which was made by Present and de2ethune for 
the capillary.· The use of the hydraulic radius in the PBM produced calcu

lated values of the separation eft'iciency ratio which were much higher, 
but still lower than the experimental data. The GCM using nominal C and 

a gives results significantly higher than the data in the low pressure 
region and significantly lower than the data in the high pressure region. 

The calculated slope-to-spacing ratio for. the GCM is about 50% less than 

the measured slope-to-spacing ratio. Again, both the PBM and GCM give 

poor representation of the experimental data for the parallel plate data. 
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Because of the pattern of deviations from the experimental data, it would 
be particularly difficult to fit the experimental data with the GCM even 
with completely unreasonable C and a. The PBFM fits the experimental data 
fairly well with parameters consistent with the intent of the model when 
the hydraulic radius is used to represent the free molecule flow compo
nent, but not when the Clausing factor is used for that purpose .. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A large body of accurate data showing the pressure dependence of the sepa
ration of neon isotopes by diffusion with a pressure gradient through 
different regular geometries is presented. The geometries investigated 
include long and short capillaries and parallel flat plates. The test 

samples were prepared with different materials such as glass, plastic, and 

metals. Consistent differences in the separation data were observed. 

Some of the differences in the separation data can be attributed to the 
geometric differences among the test samples and others can be attributed 

to the differences in the material used to prepare the test samples. The 

differences in the separation data produced by the materials used to pre
pare the test samples are presumably due to differences in the law of scat
tering of the molecules from these surfaces. Such deviations in the scat

tering law have been well documented as previously indicated. 

Isotopes were chosen for this study to try to avoid discrepancies which 
would result if the anomaly produced by variations in the surface scatter
ing law were different for the two gas species in the binary mixture. 
This appears to have been a fortunate choice, since both the flow and 
separation data show large anomalies presumably due to variations in the 
surface scattering law. However, as expected, the separation data show 

the anomaly to be the same for both isotopes, since the. separation effi
ciency approaches that for ideal free molecule flow in every case. The 
variation in the anomaly due to surface scattering law deviations as 
indicated by both flow and separation measurements was about 30%. This 

variation is only slightly larger than that which was reported by Lund 
and Berman [ 3]. 

There was very good correspondence between the capillary radii and the 
plate spacings as determined by optical measurements and by flow measure

ments. In general, the flow measurements were more precise than the 
optical measurements. The best agreement between flow and optical mea
surements was obtained when a similar sample was metallographically 

polished before the optical measurements were made. Most of the optical 
measurements were obtained on the as-made samples with their rough, poorly 

defined edges. For this reason, the capillary radii and plate spacings 
determined from the flow measurements were considered to be the more 
accurate. 

Even though the approaches to a theory ·for separation are grossly differ
ent in character, the theory of Present and deBethune, PBM, and the result 
obtained by Mall1ng using the Lund and Berman flow equations, GCM, are 
quite similar in character and calculation. The GCM should be more accu

rate because it specifically provi.des for variations in free molecule flow 
as well as for slip flow. Also, the pressure weighting is slightly differ
ent because of the independent variation in slip and free molecule flow. 
However, the coefficients of free molecule and slip flow required to fit 
the separation data are quite different from those measured by Lund and 

Berman or those indicated by the flow measurements on the test samples 
used in this study. The pattern of changes in the initial slope of the 
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separation curves between test samples also seems contrary to the flow 

measurements. This discrepancy appears to be caused by the way the free 
molecule and slip flow anomalies are introduced into the theory. In the 

GCM there are only separative and nonseparative terms which are influenced 
independently by the anomalies. There is no interaction term. In the PBM 
the whole problem is an interaction term through the momentum exchange 
calculation. The momentum exchange is proportional to the free molecule 
flow level which is constant. The PBFM allows the interaction term to be 
scaled to vary from the free molecule flow level to the slip flow level 
with appropriate influence from the flow anomalies in both cases. This 
approach appears to have a particularly favorable effect in allowing fits 
of the data for all geometries. This is most clearly demonstrated in the 
case of the parallel plates which exhibit such large variations between 

the free molecule and slip flow levels. The PBFM is purely an interpola

tion equation and seems to represent the data exceptionally well. It was 

derived from physical arguments and therefore can be given a physical 
interpretation, but only in a qualitative sense. The PBFM approach gives 
the PBM the same kind of flexibility that the Lund and Berman equations 

gives to the GCM. It should be clear that the refinements required to 
represent the separation data do not have to be nearly as accurate as 

those required to fit the flow data. However, they must account for the 
interaction between molecules. 

In their theory, Present and deBethune derived equations for a capillary 
only. Initially, they calculated the free molecule flow for a capillary 
using the calculation technique of momentum transfer to the wall. How
ever, this did not agree with the free molecule flow calculation of Knud
sen, Clausing and others, so they introduced a correction factor to make 
their calculation agree with the Knudsen and Clausing value. In their 
paper, they indicated that the capillary radius should be replaced with 
the hydraulic radius (ratio of r.ro~aE-occtional a1·ea to perimeter) for 
other geometries. However, to be consistent, it should be concluded that 
the appropriate Clausing factor which would.define the free molecule 
transmission probability, for whatever geometry is considered, would be 
the appropriate value to use in the equations. 

The GCM does use the appropriate Clausing factor with the capillary radius 

for capillaries and fairly well approximates that value at finite pres
sures for the parallel plate. The Hiby and Pahl interpolation is used for 
the parallel plate. 

In the PBFM, the hydraulic radius is used·and an appropriate constant is 

determined to fit the data. The constant which is determined should pro

vide some implication as to what value is correct. The constants deter

mined for the PBFM and the arbitrary constants used with the GCM to 

obtain the best fits indicate that the Clausing factor is not the best 
value to indicate the relative amount of momentum transferred to the walls. 
Both sets of constants imply that there is a smaller amount of momentum 

loss to the walls per unit of drift velocity than is indicated by the 

Clausing factor for the transmission probability. For the capillaries, 
this might be interpreted as being due to scattering law deviations which 
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result in a preponderance of backscattering. For test sample 1054, this 

would require 15 to 20% backscattering, which seems to be a rather large 

amount for what should be a smooth glass surface. An alternative explana

tion would be that the constant of proportionality for momentum exchange 

between molecules is not correct. A decrease of about 25, to 30% in the 

constant of proportionality could change. the inferred backscattering to 
specular reflection, with near perfect diffuse reflection for sample 1054 

and 15 to 20% specular reflection for sample 64. However, this does not 
correct the discrepancy observed for the short capillary and the parallel 

plates. 

The constants obtained with the parallel plate data are simply too small 
to be accounted for by scattering law deviation. The constants are, how
ever, compatible with the original calculation of momentum loss to the 
wall by Present and deBethune or to the use of the hydraulic radius~ 
Since the capillary data are not consistent with the original calculation 
of momentum loss to the walls, and neither the capillary nor the parallel 
plate is completely compatible with the Clausing factor, there is at 
present no satisfactory explanation for the experimental variation of the 
separation data with geometry. 

The effects produced by surface scattering law variations are well repre
sented with the long capillaries. The large plastic capillaries, 212, and 
the small plastic capillaries, 838 and 924, showed approximately the same 
constants with. both flow and separation measurements. The small glass 
capillaries, 1054, showed constants significantly lower than the plastic 
capillaries and the larger glass capillaries, 64, showed constants signifi
cantly larger than th~ plastic capillaries. The flow measurements implied 
specular reflection in varying degrees for all of the capillaries, but the 
separation measurements implied backscattering for all samples except 64 

when the Clausing factor, as .suggested by Present and deBethune, is used 
in the separation equations. If the characteristic constant relating the 
momentum loss to the wall to the average drift velocity were about 0.75 

times the Clausing factor, then the constants determined from the separa
tion measurements would all imply about the same amount of specular re

flection as is indicated by the flow measurements. 

Regardless of what the appropriate constant of proportionality is, the 
variation in the initial slope of the separation curve with surface scat
tering law deviations is more consistent with the PBFM than with the GCM. 
This is true not only in connection with the initial slope, but also in 
terms of the resulting fit patterns. Since the representation of the 
separation data by the GCM with arbitrary constants is better over the 
full range of pressure and requires smaller changes in C and cr, it might 
be concluded that the scattering law is more nearly diffuse for sample 
1054 than for.any of the other samples. As has already been indicated, 
this conclusion is consistent with the results of the flow measurements. 

This conclusion is also supported by the fits obtained with the PBM by 
changing the apparent capillary radius. Sample 1054 gives the best fit 
from this simple change in the PBM. 

The same sort of fit pattern variance is shown to an even larger extent 
with the parallel plate data, where the large Clausing factor relative 
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to the capillary Clausing factor produces a large increase in the initial 
slope of the separation curve for the PBFM, but a large decrease in slope 
for the GCM. It.would seem to be indicated that while the GCM might be 
modified to account accurately for separation data in capillaries when 
only diffuse wall reflections are present, it is doubtful that in its 
present form it can properly account for anomalies due to scattering law 
variation or for extremes in geometry such as parallel plates. 

The PBFM generally does an excellent job of fitting all the experimental 
data; however, even it shows some small fit pattern variances in the range 
of separation efficiencies below 40% for the short capillary and for the 
parallel plates. While the pattern variances are small, they serve to 
emphasize that the PBFM is an empirical modification and that a better 
theory is needed for a complete description. 

There is at least an implication from this study that the theoretical 
equations for free molecule flow predict flow ratios which are too large 
for both the capillary and the parallel plate. The K-factors obtained 
from the PBFM and the C values from the GCM suggest that the flow rate 
for long capillaries should be perhaps as much as 0.75 times that predicted 
by Clausing and for a parallel plate as much as 0.5 times that predicted 
by Clausing. This study also implies that most calculations of the slip 
coefficient could also be too large. Both PBFM and GCM suggest that the 

ratio of the slip coefficient, as interpreted from these data, to the slip 
coefficient calculated from most other methods is about 0.6. 

This work has shown that separation data can be obtained with sufficient 
accuracy to allow significant interpretations regarding geometry, surface 
scattering law deviations, and possibly constants relative to the ratio of 
the average drift velocity to the momentum loss to the wall. It has been 
shown that when real gas U.ow c.hr~r::~rteristico arc takeu luLu account in a 
logical way, the Present and deBethune separation theory can accurately 
represent separation produced by gaseous diffusion of a binary mixture of 
isotopes. It has raised some important and serious questions relative to 
the momentum transfer to the walls or mean flow velocity under free mole
cule conditions for all geometries, but especially for the parallel plate. 
Further work with parallel plate geometries with different length-to-spac
ing ratios and with·different surfaces such as fire-polished glass and 
metal could be helpful in answering some of the questions raised by this 
work. Flow data only should be sufficient to answer the question concern
ing the dependence of the free molecule transmission ratio on length-to
spacing ratio. This type of measurement represents a significant means of 
studying the relative interaction of different molecules with surfaces as 
well as molecule-molecule scattering. Thus, further measurements should 
be made with other isotopes and nonisotopic gas pairs. 
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APPENDIX A - NOMENCLATURE 

A* Collision integral parameter 

b (8Kr/37T) (kT/2m+) 1/2 
[ (ml/

2
>_N/(m1 + m2) 1/2] (1/pD12) 

constant in the PBM 

b Modified b constant 
m 

c Clausing transmission ratio divided by measured transmission 

ratio at zero pressure 

D12 Coefficient for mutual diffusion 

d12 (d 1 + d 2)/2 , average molecular diameter 

E1 Exponential integral 

F Correction function for the Bosanquet diffusion coefficient 

f [v(l - N)] I [N(l - v)] , separation factor . 

f Mole fraction averaged separation factor 

f'* Ideal separation factor 

G Transport, pressure-volume per unit time 

G1 Molecular transport of gao 1 

h Plate separation on parallel plate sample 

K Ratio of free molecule flow for any geometry to the ideal free 
molecule flow for an infinitely long capillary 

K' Ratio of Poiseuille flow for any geometry to that for a capillary 

k Boltzmann's constant 

L Capillary length-to-radius ratio 

M12 Momentum transferred per unit time per unit volume from gas 1 to 
gas 2 

m Molecular mass 

m+ Reduced mass of a binary pair 

( m 1/2) N Nm 1 
1/ 2 + (1 - N)m 2 

1/ 2 , mole fraction averaged mass 
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N Mole fraction of gas 1 
0 

N1 Mole fraction of gas 1 in product stream 

n Molecule number density, number of molecules per unit volume 

P Pressure 

Pb Backpressure, pressure on the exit ··side area open to flow 

Pf Forepressure, pressure on the entrance side area open to flow 

r Capillary radius 

T Absolute temperature 

u Mean drift velocity at a point 

u Drift velocity of center of mass 
c 

v 

w 

X 

z 

Mean molecular velocity = IRT/'ITM 

Zero pressure intercept from low pressure flow data, Knudsen 

flow intercept 

Zero pressure intercept extrapolated from high pressure flow 

data, as calculated by Maxwell. 

Pb/Pf, pressure ratio 

REP/nv , a correlation parameter proportional to r/A. 

Separation efficiency 

Greek Symbols 

t1P 

n 

\) 
g 

\) 

w 

EP 

a 

Forepressure minus backpressure 

Gas viscosity 

Mean free path of molecule 

Contrluution to collision frequency from molecules leaving 

another molecule 

Contribution to collision frequency from molecules leaving 

another wall 

Sum of forepressure and backpressure 

"Constant" related to the slip coefficient for a long capillary.· 
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APPENDIX B - COMPILATION OF DATA 

The following table lists all of the data which were obtained on all of 
the test samples. The test sample number is given at the top of the page. 
The first column lists an individual test point identificati-on number. 
The second column lists the high side pressure, PF, in em Hg. The third 
column lists the low side pressure, PB, in em Hg .. The fourth column lists 
the ratio of the moie fraction ratio in the product stream to the mole 
fraction ratio feed stream. as measured oy the mass spectrometer. The 
fifth column lists the cut. The sixth column lists the pressure ratio, 
PB/PF. The seventh column lists the pressure difference across the test 
sample. The eighth column lists the separation efficiency, Z~ and the 
ninth column lists the separation efficiency ratio, Z/(1-w). 
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NEON SEPARATION DATA 

SAMPLE NUMBER 212 

R.U'II PF PB RATIO CUT R 11EL T A p l l/1-W 

1005 4. f>370 0.28000 I .00250 0.0684 0.06038 4.357 0.05308 0.05649 

1006 2.5040 0.15900 1.00600 0. 0 74 8 0.06350 2.345 0.12783 0.13650 

1007 1.1650 0.09300 I.) II 00 0.0819 0.07983 I .07 2 0.23527 0.25568 

1010 I. ?020 0.08500 1.01390 0.0785 0.07072 I. I I 1 0.29674 0.31932 

I 01 I 1.1660 0.08200 1.01470 0.0827 0.07033 1.084 0.31455 0.33834 

I 01?. 2.2130 0.12500 1.00710 o. 0724 0.05648 2.088 0.15107 0.160 I I 

I 013 3.3740 0.19100 1.00380 0.0672 0.05661 3.183 0.08062 0.08546 

1014 4.65,10 0.25100 1.00210 0.0689 0.05397 4.400 0.04460 0.04714 

I 015 2.0140 0.03000 I .00760 0.0131 0.01490 1.984 0.16176 0. I 642 I 

I 0?2 I. ~3 50 0.10600 1.01010 0.0791 0. 064 83 I. 529 0.21569 0.23064 

I 023 3.9420 0.21600 1.00"430 0. 0 76 I 0.054 H 3. 12b 0.09168 0.09699 

1024 2.R8RO 0.16750 1.::!0450 0.0786 0.05800 2.720 0.09607 0.10199 

1025 I. 8 660 O. I 1850 I. 00890 0.0786 0.06350 I. 74 7 0.19002 0.20290 

1026 1.n6o 0.08750 1.01390 0.0791 0.07137 I .I 38 0.29684 0.31965 

1027 0.~320 0.07050 1.01660 o. 0770 0.07564 0.861 0.35410 0.38307 

1029 I. I 410 0.07650 1.01190 0.1312 0.06705 I .064 0.261 78 0.28059 

1031 0.9759 0.07040 1.01640 0.0795 o.G72 I 4 0.906 0.35031 o. 37754 

1787 I. 'lOOO 0.02970 1.:>2580 0.0121 0.02970 0.970 0.53181 0.54809 

1788 0. 50 20 0.01610 1.03140 0.0124 0.03207 0.486 0.64733 0.66877 

1789 0.'\030 0. 0 I I 00 I .03580 0.0118 0.03630 0.2 92 o. 131R2 0.76561 

IHO 0.2000 0.00176 1.03870 0.0113 0.03880 0.192 o. 79737 0.82956 

1791 o. n8 eo 0.01020 1.:>3940 0.0037 0. I 1591 0.078 0.80870 0.91472 

1792 O. I I 00 0.01132 1.04000 0.0036 0. I 02 91 0.099 0.82097 0.91515 
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NEON SEPARATION DATA 
SAMPLE NUMBER 838 

RUN PF PB RATIO CUT R DELTA p z Z/1-W 

1032 5.0794 0.10300 1.00510 0.0006 0.02028 4.976 0.10451 0.10668 

1033 7.1031 0.13670 1.00280 0.0006 0.01925 6.966 o. 05738 . 0.0585.1 

1034 10.2530 0.18460 I .00220 ·•o.ooo1 0.;01800. 10.068 0.04509 0.04591 

1035 4.2107 0.09170 1.00540 0.0005 0.02178 4.119 0. II 066 . 0.11313 

1036 3.1280 0.07200 1.00910 0.0005 0.02302 3.05.6 0.18649 0.19088 

1039 4.8476 0.09540 1.00480 0.0539 0.01968 4.752 0.10112 0.;1 0315 

1040 4.8650 0.09840 1.-00460. 0.0102 0.02023 4.767 0.09473 0.09668 

1041 4.7930 0.09540 1.00460 0.0010 0.01990 4.698 0.09429 0.09621 

1042. 1.0130 0.02690 1.01970 0.0010 0.02655 0.986 0.40381 0.41482 

I 043 1.0130 0.02690 1.02340 0.0096 O.o02655 0.986 0.48173 0.49487 

1044 I .0830 0.02850 1.02560 0.0551 O.o02632 .1.054 0.53964 0.55423 

1045 2.4938 0.05770 1.00970 0.0005 0.02314 2.436 0.19878 0.20349 
I 

1046 1.9690 0.04770 1.01410 0.0005 0.02423 1.9·21 ;0.28896 0.29613 

1047 I .4990 0.03850 1.01810 0.0006 0.02568 1.460 0.37093 0.38071 

1048 4.7404 0.;09540 1.00480 0.0213 0.;02012 4.645 0.09941 0.10145 

1049 I. 0085 O.o03420 1.02410 0.0095 0.03391 0.974 0.49612 0.51353 

1050 2.5038 0.06000 1.01210 0.0005 0.-02396 2.444 0.24797 0.25405 

I 051 1.0415 0.02650 1.02280 0.0122 0.,;02544 I .o 15 0.46999 0.48226 

1052 0.4800 o.o 1690: . I .03060 0.0019 0.03521 . 0.463 0.;62753 0.65043 

1053 1.0100 0.02920 1.02550 0.0008. 0.02891 0.9'81 0.52264 0.53820 

I 055 1.0138 0.02920 1.02520 0~0048. 0.02880 0.985 0.51753. 0.53288 

1056 1.0446 0.02770 1.02460. 0.0244 0.02652 1.017 0.51026 0.52416 

1057 0.7661 0.02070 1.02910. 0.0013 0.;02702 0.745 0.59657 0.61314 

1058 2.5200 0.05850 1.01230 0.0005 0.02321 2.461 0.25206 0.25805 
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RUN PF PB RATIO CUT R DELTA P z Z/1-W 

1059 3.5540 0.07540 I .00970 0.0005 0.02122 3.479 0.19878 o. 20309 

1060. 6.0176 0.11850 1.00400 0.0005 0.01969 5.899 0.08197 0.08362 

' .. 
1061 8.0800 o. 15000 1.00240 0.0006 0.01856 7.930 0.04919 0•05012 

I 062 9.1000 0.16600 I .00 250 0.0007 0.01824 8.934 0.05124 0.05219 

1063 ·10.1000 0.17920 1.00250 •0.0007 o.ol774 9.921 0.05124 0.05216 

1064 0.5400 0.02000 I .03480 0.0017 0.03704 0.520 0.71357 a·. 74102 

I 06'7 0.2485 0.01000 1.04110 0.0049 0.04024 0.238 0.84412 0.87952 

1069 0.2461 0.01000 1.04750 0.0190 0.04063 0.236 0.98258 1.02419 

1071 8.0800 o. 14460 I .00260 0.0006 0.01790 7 .935. 0.05328 0.05426 

I 072 7.0800 0.13070 1.00340 0.0006 0.01846 6.949 0.06968 0.07099 

1073 6.0200 0.11.530 I .00420 0.0006 0.01915 5.905 0.08607 0.08775 

1074 5.6300 0•1 0530 I .00470 0.0006 0.01870 5.525 0.09632 0.09815 

I 075 4.6200 0.08920 I .00600 0.0005 0.01931 4.531 0.12296 o. 12538 

1078 14.5900 0•25460 1.00040 •o.ooo8 0.01745 14.335 0.00820 0.00834 

1080 3.4030 0•07460 1.0 I 050 0.0006 0.02192 3.328 0.21518 0.22000 . 

I 081 2.9920 0.06600 1.01 I 90 0.0006 0.02206 2.9.26 0.24387 0.24937 

1082 2.6030 0.06000 1.01480 0.0006 0.02305 2.543 0.30330 0.3104.6 

1083 1.9340 0.05690 1~()1860• 0.0006 0.02942 1.877 0.38118 O.o39273 

I 084 I~ 3330 0•03620 1.()2360 0.0007 0.02716 1.297 0.48369 0.49719 

I 085 0.9577 0.02770 1.02850 0.0011 0.02892 0.930 0.58423 0.60163 

1087 2.2807 0.05380 1.01540 o.ooo~oo 0.02359 2.227 0.31560 0.32323 

I 088 3.8100 0.08300 I .00790 0.0006 0.02178 3.727 0.16190 ·0.16551 

1089 12.2200 0.22200 I .00170 0.0008 0.01817 11.998 0.03484 0.03549 

1090 4.9350 0.10080. 1.00420 0.0006 0.02043 4.834 0.08607 0.08787 
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RUN PF PB RAT 10 CUT R DELTA P l Z/1-W 

1091 10.0200 0.18080 1.00220 0.0007 0.01804 9.839 0.04509 0.04592 

1092 6.4900 0. 12620 1.00410 0.0006 0.01945 6.364 0.08403 0.08569 

I 093 1.4890 0.04150 1.02140 o.ooo6 0.02787 1.447 0.43856 0.451i3 

1094 0.4862 0.01690 I .03530 0.0027 0.03476 0.469 0.72420 0.75028 

I 095 0.6800 o.o2150 I .·o·3 I 70 · 0.0012 0.03162 O.o658 0.64986 0.67108 

I 096 2.4171 0~06000 I .01350 o.ooo5 0.02482 2.358 0.27666 . o. 28370 

1098 2.4615 0.05540 1.01320 0.0005 .0.02251 2.406 0.27051 0.27674 

I 099 2. 7630 0.06380 1.01320 0.0005 0.;02309 2.699 0.27051 0.27691 

I 100 3.0880 O.o06770 1 .• 01 I 20 o.ooo5 0.02192 3.020 0.22952 0.23467 
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NEON SEPARATION DATA 
SAMPLE NUMBER 924 

RUN PF PB RATiO CUT R DELTA P z Z/1-W 

1101 5.0690 O.o 12300 1.00680 0.0007 0.02427 4.946 o. 13937 0.14284 

II 02 6.0400. 0.14230 1.00520 0.0008 0.02356 5.898 0.10658 0.10915 

110) 2.9869 0.08153 1.01200 0.0007 0.02730 2.905 0.24594 0.25285 

1104 4.0676 0.10307 I .00~60 0.0007 O.o02534 3.965 0.17626 o. 18084 

1105 7.1200. 0.16077 1.00450 0.0008 0.02258 6.959 0.09223 0.09436 

II 06 8.1200 0.17846 1.00360 0.0009 0.02198 7.942 0.07379 0.07545 

1107 9.2400 0.;19769 1.00310. 0.0009 0.02140 9.042 0.06354 0.06493 

1108 10.0100. 0.21923 1.00290 0.0010 0.02190 9.791 0.05944 0.06077 

1110 1.0092 0.03615 1.02660 0.00 II 0.03582 0.973 0.54527 0.56553 

1119 2.0017 0.05923 1.01670 0.0007 O.o02950 1.948 0.34227 o. 3526 7 

1120 3.4777 0.09153 1.00960 0.0010 0.02632 3.386 0.19678 0.20210 

1121 4.6169 0.11460 1.00450 0.0009 o .oi482 4.502 0.09223 0.09458 

1122 5.6460 0.13230 1.00450 o.oo·o8 0.02343 5.514 0.09223 0.09445 

1123 6.6230 . 0.15000 1.00360 0.0008 0.02265 6.473 0.07379 0.07'550 

1124 7.6200 0.17080. 1.00300 0.0009 0.02241 7.449 0.06149 0.06290 

1125 8.6500 0.18846 1.00250. 0.0009 O.o02179 8.462 0.05124 0.05238 

1126 12.2200 0.24300 I .00020 0.0011 0.01989 11.977 0.00410 O.o00418 

1127 15.1000 0.30540 I .00040 •0.0012 0.02023 14.795 0.00820 0.00837 

1128 1.4554 0.04846 1.02240 O.o0008 0.03330 1.407 0.45912 0.47493 

1129 0.2992 o.o 1461 I .03670 0.0046 0.04883 0.285 o. 75362 0.79231 

1130 0.2654 0.01307 1."03850 o.oo8o 0.04925 0.252 0.79195 0.83297 

1131 0.4954 0.03000 1~03460 0.0019 0.06056 0.465 0.70956 0.75530 

1132 2.0277 0•05923 1.01640 0.0007 0.02921 I .968 0.33612 0.34624 

1167 6.0500 0.13900 1.00440 o.oooq 0.0~298 5.91 I 0.09019 0.09231 
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RUN PF PB RATIO cur R DELTA p l Z/1-W 

1168 7.9100 0.17900 I .00280 0.0010 0.02263 7.731 0.05739 0.05872 

1169 4. 8800 0.10700 1.00670 0.0010 0.02193 4.773 o. 13733 0.14041 

1170 8.9600 o. 19300 I .00240 0.0010 0.02154 8.767 0.04920 0 .• 05028 

1171 6.9200 0.15700 1.00340 o.ooo9 0.02269 6.763 0.06969 0.07131 

1172 4.0000 0.09900 I .00700 0.0009 0.02475 3.901 0.14348 0.14712 

1174 3.0100 0.06900 I .00920 0.0008 0.02292 2.941 0.18856 0.19298 

1175 2. 0200 0.05300 1.01680 o.ooo8 0.02624 1.967 0.34433 0.35360 

1177 3.0900 0.08200 1.01090 0.0007 0.02654 3.008 0.22339 0.22948 

1178 2.5200 0.07200 1.01370 0.0007 0.02857 2.448 0.28078 0.28904 

1181 10.1400 0.20800 1.00180 0.0010 0.02051 9.932 0.03690 0.03767 

II 82 8.0400 0.17800 1.00270 0.0009 0.02214 7.862 0.05534 0.05659 

1183 3.9900 0.09900 1.00720 0.0007 0.02481 3.891 0.14756 . 0.15132 

1184 1.5100 0.04800 I .02190 o.ooo8 0.03179 1.462 0.44886 0.46359 

II 85 3.0000 0.07800 1.01100 0.0007 0.02600 2.922 0.22545 0.23146 

1187 I. 4400 0.04600 1.02180 0.0008 0.03194 1.394 0.44682 0.46156 

1188 0.9931 0.03538 1.()2690 0.0010 0.03563 0.958 0.55140 0.57176 

1189 0.4300 0.01923 I .03770 0.0032 0.044 72 0.41 I 0.77364 0.80986 

1190 a. 77RQ 0.02980 le0:!090 u.UOI2 0.03830 0.748 0.63344 0.65867 

1191 0.2392 0.01080 1 .. ()3980 0.0062 0.04515 0.;228 0.81794'. 0.85662 

1194 3.4920 0.09100 I .00920 0.0007 0.02606 3.401 0.18855 0.19360 

1195 4.5000 0.11 100 I .00530 0.0007 0 .• 02467 4.389 0.10862 o. 11137 

1196 5.1800 0.12400 1.00540 o.ooo1 0.02394 5.056 0.11067 0.11339 

1197 5.6880 0.13120 I .00470 0.0008 0.02307 5.557 0.09633 0.09860 

1198 0.6220 0.02360 1.03370 0•0014 0.03794 0.598 0.69093 0.71818 
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RUN PF PB RATIO· CUT R DELTA p z Z/1-W 

1199 0.4168 o.on8o I .-03540 0.0025 0.04271 0.-399 o. 72616 0.75855 

'1200 0·5172 o.o2140 1.03510 0.0017 0.04138 0.496 0.71974 o.-75081 

1201 0.3i52 0.01370 1.03990 o.0041 0.04346 0.302 0.81914 0.85636 

1203 0.2124 0.01028 1.04260 0.0079 0.04840 0.202 0.87622 0.92079 

1204 0_.3120 o.o 1400 1.03940 0.0039 0.04487 0.298 0.80878 0.84678 

1205 0.2072 0.00980 . I • 04 I 60 o.oo12 0.04730 0.197 0.85538 0.89785 

1206 0.1520 0.00732 I • 0'4 I 60 0.0060 0.04816 0.145 0.85485 0.89810 

1207 0.0980 0.00488 1.04.430 0·.0058 0.04980 0.-093 0.91026 0.95797 

1419 0.1010 0.00232 1.04280 0.0015 0.02297 0.099 0.87753 0.89816 

1420 0.2020. 0.00428 1.04160 0.0012 0.02119 0.198 0.85279 0.87125 

1421 o.o520 . o.oo 120 ·I. 04270 0.-0019 0.-02308 o.-051 0.87566 0.89634 

1422 0.0712 0.00160 1.04240 0.0019 0.02073 0.076 o. 86948 . 0.88788 

1423 0.1010 0.00236 I .04260 0.0016 0.02337 0.099 0.87348 0.89438 

1424 0.2000 0.00460 1.04130 0.0012 0.02300 0.195 0.84666 0.86659 

1425 0.2940 0.00680 I. ()4000 0.0011 0.02313 0.287 0.81994 0.83935 

1426 0.4020 0.00540 1.03840 0.0009 0.01343 0.397 0.78709 0.79781 

1427 0.1500 0.00300 I ;.04240 0.0014 0.02000 0.147 0.86929 0.88703 
I 

1428 0.2500 '0.00570 I .04090 0.0011 0.02280 0.-244 0.83841 0.85797 

-1429 0.3480 0.00800 1.03970 0.0010 0.02299 0.340 0.81376 0.83290 

1430 0.4500 0.00960 1.03710 0.0009 0.02133 0.440. 0.76043 0.77701 

1467 0.1008 0.00792 I le0'41 00 0.00?1 o.07857 0.-093 0.84088 . 0.91258 

1468 0.1000 0.-00258 1.04220· 0.0064 0.02580 0.-097 0.86736 0.89033 

1469 0.1000 0.00744 I .04000 0.0135 0.-07440 0.-093 0.82510 0.89142 

1470 0.1020 . 0.00707 1.0:4100 0.0019 0.06931 0.095 0.84077 0.90339 
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RUN· PF PB RAT 10 CUT R DELTA P l Z/1-W 

1472 0.1020 0.00702 1.04110 0.0031 0.06882 0.095 0.84336 0.90569 

1413 0.1020 0.00703 I. 04070 0.0018 0.06892 0.095 0.83459 0.89637 

1.474 o.t 020 0.00700 1.04160 0.0018 0.06863 0.095 0.85562 0.91867 

1475 O. I 020 . 0.00700 1.04120 0.0050 0.06863 0.095 0.84620 0.90855 

1477 0.0990 0.00690 I .04060 0.0019 0.06970 0.092 0.83258 0.89495 

1478 O. I 020 0.00744 1.04180 0.0071 0.07294 0.095' 0.85943 0.92705 

1479 0.1020 0.00708 1.04090 0.0065 0.;06941 0.;095 0.84070 0.90341 

1488 0.1020 0.00700 . I. 04080 O.o0069 .0.;06863 0~095 0.83880 0.90061 

1489 o.1 o2o 0.00680 1.04020 0.0020 0.06667 o .. o95 0.82442 0.88331 

1490 0.1020 0.00690 1.04100 0.0036 0.06765 0.095 0.84149 0.90255 

1491. 0.1050 0.00240 1.04140 0.0058 0.02286 0.103 0.85067 0.87057 

1492. O. I 020 0.00690 1.04180 0.0083 0.06765 0.095. 0.85996 0.92236 

1496 0.1020 0.00708 1.04040 o.oo21 0.06941 0.095 0.82858 0.89038 

1497 0.1020 0.00700 I .04080 0.0027 0.06863 0.095 0.83703 0.89871 

1498 o.1o2o 0.00240 1.04100 0.0033 0.02353 0.100 0.84140 0.86168 

1499 O. I 020 · 0.00670 1.04120 0.0042 0.;06569 0.095 0."84585 0.;90532 

1500 0.1020 0.00690 . 1.0'4130 0.0059 0.06765 0.095 0.84866 o. 91023 

1502 o.1 050 o.nf)666 I.Olrl60 o.umn 0.06343 0.098 0.85584 0.91380 

1503 0.1020 0.00768 I .03980 o.oo22 0.07529 0.094 0•81632 0.88279 

1504 0.1020 0.00276 I. 04070 0.0029 0.02706 0.099 0.83505 0.85828 

1505 0.1020 0.00690 I .04100 0~0042 0.06765 0.095 0.84174 0.90281 

1506 0.1020 0.00760 1.-04030 0•0124 0.;07451 0.094 0.83081 0.;89770 

1510 0.2500 0.02020 1.03830 0.0014 0.08080 0.230 0.;78524 0.85426 

1523 o.2soo 0.00480 1.03970 0.0055 0.01920 0.245 0.81561 0.83158 
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RUN PF PB RATIO CUT R DELTA p z Z/1-W 

1524 0.2500 0.01480 1.03820 0.0115 0.05920 0.-235 0.78717 0.83670 

1526 0.2500 0.00460 1.04010· 0.0029 0.01840 0.245 0.82274 0.83816 

1527 0.2500 0.00440 1.04020 0.;0014 o.o 17.60 0.-246 0.82420 0.;83897 

1528 0.1020 o.-o.o 198 1.0.'4160. o.-ott4 0.;01941 0.100 0.85718 0.87415 

1529 o.1 020 o.o.o 180 1.0·4190. · 0.0087 0.01765 0.-1.00 . 0.86221 0.;87770. 

1530 0.;5100 0.00840• 1.03580 0.0138 0.01647 o.5o2 0.-73858 0.-75094 

1531 o.5ooo· 0.;00840 1~03660 0.-0072 . 0.01680 0.-492 0.75258 o. 76544 

1533 0.5000 o.o 1260 ••. 0361 0 . 0~0135 0~02520 0.487 0.74466 0.76391 

1534 0.5060. o.o 1260 1.03650. o.oo11 0.02490 0.493 0.74821 0.76732 

1535 0.5060. 0.00840 t.;l)3670. 0.0011 0.;01660 0.498 0.75231 0.76501 

1536 0.1020 0.00740 1.04040 0.0124 0.07255 0.095 0.83288 '0.89803 

I 537 0.-5060 0.02540 1;03600. o.oo21 0.05020 0.,;4'81 0.73833 o. 77735 

1539. 0.1020 0.00710 I .l)3890 0.-0155 0.06961 0'.095. 0.;80324 0.86334 

1541 I .02·00 0.0 I 520 1.02950 0.0013 0.01490 1.;005 0.60479 0.;61393 

1542 1.0200. 0.01060 1.02960. 0.;0017 0.01039 1.009 0.-60694 0.;61332 

1543 I. 0200 0.01060 I o02900 0.0026 0.;01039 a.;oo9 0.59492 0.60117 

1544 I .0200 0.01820· 1.02910 0.0068 0:.017.84 t.;002 0.59822 0.60908 

1545 I ~0200 o.o 1860. l.t)2940 . 0.;0026 ·· o.-o 1824 1.0:01 0.60312 0.;61432 

1546 1.0200 0.01060 1.02910 0.0068 0;.01039 1.'009 0.;59823 0.;60451 

1547 1~0200 0.03160. I .02950- 0.0026 0.;03098 0.;988 0.60517 0.62452 

1548 1.0200. 0.02500 1.02910 0.0027 Oe02~!il 0.995 0.59699 0.;61r99 

1549 2.0000 0.;03040 1.01920·· 0.0037 0.01520 1.'970 O.o394 10 · 0.40018 

1550 2.0000- 0.0,3100 1.01860 0.0062 0;;01550 I .'969 0.38226 . 0.-38828 

1551 2.0000. 0.03040 1.01890 0.0015 o.o 1520 1.;970. 0.·38750 0.;39349 
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RUN PF P8 RATIO CUT R DELTA P z Z/1-W 

1·552 4.0400 0.05180 1.00910 0.0028 0.01282 3.988 0.18670 0.18913 

1553 6.1000 0.07500 1.00480 0.0010 0.01230 6.025 0.09839 0.09962 

1554 8.1600· 0.06500 1.00450 0.0010 0.00797 8.095 0.09224 0.09298 

1555 3.0400 0•02820 1.0 128~ o.oo 15 0.00928 3.012 0.26245 0.26490 

1556 5.0800 0.04400 1.00620. 0.0011 0•00866 5.036 o.-12709 o. 12820 

1557 4. 1000. 0.05200 1.00860 0.0012 0.01268 4.048 0.17630 0.17856 

1558 7.1200 0.05800 1.00480 0.0010 0•00815 7.062 0.09839 0.09920 

1559 3.0't00 0.04400 1.-01240 0.0015 0.01447 2.9~6 0~25423 0.25797 

1560 9.2000 0.10200 1.00320 0.0010 0.01109 9.098 0.06559 0.06633 

1561 8.2000 0.06600 1.00270 0.0:010 0.00805 8.134 0.05534 0.05579 
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NEON SEPARATION OAT~ 

SAMPLE NUMBERI054 

RUN PF PB RATIO CUT R DELTA P l Zli-W 

1211 2. 0360 0.;01000 1.'0321 0. 0.0001 ' 0.;00491 2.026 0.65765 0.66090 

12'12 3.0040 0.01400' 1.02760 0.0001 0.00466 2.990 0.56551' 0.56816 

1213 4.0180 0.01812 1·02190· o.ooo1 0.00451 4.000 0.44868 0.45071 

1214 10.1400' 0.0:4130 1.00770 0.0001 O.Oo407 10.099 0.15776 0.15841 

1215 8.0320 0.03360 1.01090 0.0001 0.00418 7.998 0.22334 0.22428 

1217 15.0800 0.05780' 1.00470 *0.0001 0.00383 15.022 0.09631 0•09668 

1218 8.9570 0.03720 1.00970 0 •. 000 I· 0.00415 8.920 0.19874 0.19957 

1219 7.0500 0.02940 1.01260 0.0001 0.00417 7.021 0.25814 0.25922 

1228 12.0100. 0.04760 1.00660 0.000 I 0.00396 11.962 0.13522 0.13576 

1229 13.1200 ' 0.05040 1.00580 •6.0001 0.00384 13.070 0.11884 0.11930 

1231 2.0120 0.01000 1.033'1 0' 0.0001 0~00497' 2.002 ' 0.67826 ·0.68165 

1232 3.0060 0.01360 '·1.02710 o.ooo• 0.00452 2.992 0.55531 0.55784 

1239 1.0304 0.00520 ... 03830 0.0001 0.00505 1.025 0.78469 0.78867 

1240 0.7336 0.00406 1.04030 0.0001 0.00553 0•730 0.82575 0.83035 

1241 3.0130 0.01196' 1.02650 0.0001 0.00397 3.001 0.54298 0.54515 

1242 0.5003 0.00310 1.04270 0.0003 0.00620 0.497 0.87497 0.88042 

1243 0.3028 0.00170. 1.04420 0.0013 0•00561 0.301 0.90615 0.91127 

1245 0.3.116 0.;0:0 164 1~04490 0-0010 0.00526 0•310 0.92038 0.92525 

1246 0.7524 0.00424 1.04070 0.0001 0.;00564 0•748 0.83392 0.83864 

1248' 0.5060 0.00282 '1.04360 0.0003 o.oo557 0.503 0.89338 ' o. 89839 

1249 0.6100 0.00302 . I .04220 o.ooo2 0.00495 0•607 0.86465 0.86895 

1250 1 .• 0012 0.00492' I .03920 · 0.0001 0.,;00491 0.996 0.;80323 0.80719 

1251 5.0000 0.01780 1.01820 0.0001 0.;00356 4.982 0.37293 0.37426 

1256 0.2060 0.;0022'• 1.04610 0-0021 ·o.o 1087 0.;204 0•94550 0.95589 
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RUN pf. PB RATIO CUT R DELTA P z Z/1-W 

1267 0.5044 0.00257 1.0~150 o.ooo2 0.00510 0.5.02 0.85032 0.-85467 

1268 0.2080. 0.00246 1.04350 0.0003 0.01 1"83 o.2o6 0.89138 0.90205 

1269 1.0060 0.00530 1.04000 0.0002 0.-00527 I .0:01 . 0.-81958 0.82392 

1.271' 0.7632 0.00360 1.04010 o.ooo2 0.00472 0.760 0.82166 ·o.82555 

1272 0.3152 0.-00306 1.04480. 0.0003 0.00971 0.312 0.91797 0,;92697 

1276 0.5008 0.00246 1.0'4160. 0.0002 0.00491 0.498 0.85237 0.85658 

1277 0.7536 0.00388 I ~03870 · o.ooo1 . 0.00515 0.750 0.79293 0.79704 

1278 0.3024 o.o.o 140 1.04410·' 0.0012' 0.00463 0.;301 o.90406 0.90826 

1281 o.403Q 0.00408 1.04410• 0.0004 0.01012 0.;399 0.90370 0.91294 

1282 o. 7552 0.00395 1.04000. o.ooo1 0.00523 0.751 0.81960 0.82391 

1283 1.0060 0.00498 I .·03850 O.qOOI 0.00495 1 .·o:ol 0.78880 0.79272 

1284 1.4960. 0.00698 1.'03590 . 0.0001 0.;00467 1.489 0.13562 0.73907 

1285 0.4970. 0.00550 I .04300 · 0.0016 0.01107 0.-4·91 . 0.88166 0.89152 

1286 12.9500 O.o04600 1.00570 0.0001 0.00355 12.904 0.11679 0.11720 

1287 9.8300 0.03580 1.00920 0.0001 o. 00364 9.794 0.18852 0.18921 

1288 7.9000 0.02960 1.;01200 0.0001 0.;00375 7.870 0.24585 0.24678 

1289 6.0000 0.;02380 I ~0 1'600 0.0001 0.00397 5.976 0.32780. 0.32910 

129Q 't.OIM o.o1~~o 1•02220. u.ooot 0.-00354 4.002 0.45489 0.45651 

1291. 3.0400 0.02200 1.02640 o.ooo1 0 .. 00724 3.018 0.54093 0.54487 

1292 4.0200. O.oO 1440 · 1.'02230 0.0001 0.;00358 4.006 0.45693 0.45858 

1293 6.0200 0.02400 1.'0 1530 .. 0.0001 0.;00399 5.996 0.31349 0.31475 

1294 5.0320. 0.02040. 1.01860 ·· Oo.OOOI . 0.00405 5.012 0.38108 o.-38263 

1295 10.0800 0.03640 1.00800. 0.-0001 . 0.-00361 10.;044 0.16392 0.-16451 

1298 6.0400 O.o02400 1.·o 1·540 · 0.0001 0.00397 6.016 0.31552 0.31678 
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RUN PF PB RATIO CUT R DELTA p z Z/1-W 

12.99 10;.0300 0.03680 1.00770 0.0001 0.00367 9.993 0.15·776 0.15835 

1·300. 0.7512 O.OOit06 1.0:4160 0.0001 0.00540 0.747 0.85236 0.85699 

1301 0.5024 0.00252 1.0'4120 0.0003 0.00502 0.500 0.84425 0.84850 

1302 0.7488 0.00386 1.;03990 0.·000 I . 0.00515 0.745 0.81755 0.82179 

1303 0-5030. 0.00266 1.04180 0.0003 0.00529 0.500 0.85653 0.86108 

1304 ' 6.0400. 0.02028 1.01550 0.0001 0.00336 6.020 0.31758 0.31865 

1305 6.0680 0.02420 1.01590 . 0.000 I 0.00399 ·6.044 0.32578 0.32709 

1306 10.0200 0.03150 1.00850 0.0001 0.00314 9.988 0.17418 o. 17473 

1307 0.7564 0.00394 1.04120 0.0001 0.00521 0.752 0.84423 0.84865 

1308 I .0050 0.00514 1.03940 0.0001 0.00511 1.000 0.80730 0.81145 

1309 . 2.0160 0.;00940 1.03280 0.0001 0.00466 2.007 0.67200 0.67514 

1310 0.5060 0.00252 1.04230 ·0.0003 0.00498 0.50:1 0.86676 0.87110 

1311 o. 8506 0.;00416 1.04020 . 0.0001 0.;00489 0.846 0.82366 0.827:71 

.1312 2.0080 0.00940. 1.03300 0.0001.- 0.00468 1 .. 999 0.67623 0.;67941 

i 313 ·3.0120 0.01200 1.02650 ·0.0001 0.00398 3.000 0.54298 0.54515 

1314 4.0040 0.01420 1.02310 0.0001 0.00355 3.990 0.47336 0.47505 

1315 5.0200. o.o 1720 1.01940 . 0.0001 0.00343 5.003 0.39745 0.39882 

1316 7.0040 0.02280 . 1.01330 0.0001 0.;00326 6.9.81 0.27253 0.21342 

1317 8.0200 0.02600. 1.-01300 ·. 0.000 I 0.;00324 7.994 0.26634 0.26721 

··1318 0.9980 . 0.00486 1.03900 0.0001 0.-00487 0.993 0.79903 0.80294 

. 1319 0.8448 0•00470 1.04060 0.01)01 0,;005.56 0.-840 0.83189 0.83654 

1320. 0.7:512 0.;00386 1.-0408.0 0.0001. 0.00514· 0.747 0.83594. 0.84026 

132.1 I .0000 · 0.;00464 I .·03870' 0.0001 0.00464 0.-995 0.79297~ 0.79667 

1322 0.5140 0.00242 1.04230 0.0003 0.00471 0.512 0.86677 0.87087 
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RUN PF PB RATIO CUT R DELTA p l Z/1-W 

1325 0.5000. 0.00276 I ~04240 · 0.0003 0.00552 0.;497 0.86883 0.87365 

1326 o. 6'1 12 0.00296 1.04220 0.0002 0.00484 0.608 0.86463 0.86884 

1327 Q.4020 0.00252 1.04360. 0.0007 0.00627 0.399 0.89355 0.89919 

1328 . 0.4'-60 0.00222 1.0 4340 0.0004 0.00498 0.444. 0.88937 0.89382. 

1329 0.3120 .0.00168 I ~04690 0.002~ 0.00538 0.310 0.96198 0.96719 

1330 0.3460 0.00198. I •1!4380 0.0012 0.;00572 . 0.;344 0.89788 0.90305 

1562 0.;5080• 0.00300 I .04450 0.0002 O.o00591 0.505 o.91 no 0.91722 

1563 0.5100 0.00320 1.04470 0.0009 0.00627 0.507 0.91621 0.92199 

1564 Q.5IOO· 0.00090 1.04360 0.0018 0.00176 O.o509 0.89406 0.89564 

1.565 0.5000. 0.00300 I .04350 Q.0044 0.00600 0.;497 0.89318 0.;89857 

1567 0.5100 0.00300 1.0'+510 0.0009 0.00588 0.507 0.92443 0.92990 

1568 · 0.5100 0.00300 1.04420 0;.0026 0.00588 0.;507 0.90674 0.91210 

1570 o.5ooo· 0.00300 I.Q4440 0.0013 0.;00600 0.497 0.91022 0.91572 

1571 0.5100 0.00300. 1 •. 04430. 0.0009 0.00588. 0.,;507 0.;90801 0.91338 

1572 0.5100 0.00300 1.04440· 0.;0004 0.00588 0.;507 0.90986 0.91525 

1573 0.2000. 0.;00156 I ~04460 0.0002 0.00780 0.,;198 0.;91379 0.92097 

1574 0.2000· o.o:o112 1.0'+540 0.0005 0.00660 0.;199 0.93038 0.93656. 

1575 o.zooo n. t:':o 1&0 I.04o!i60 04.UUI2 0.;00750 o.;·l98 0.93478 0•94185 

1576 0.2000. 0.00090' 1.04540. 0.0023 O.o00450 0.199 0.93122 0.;93543 

1578 . 0.2000. 0.00108 1.04550. 0.0023 0.00540 0.,;199 0.93327 0.93834 

1579 1.0100 Q.;00560. 1.04020 0.0001 0.;00554 1.004 0.82374 0•82834 

1580 0.2000 O.OtJIOO I .04560 · 0.;0015 0.00500 O.o199 0.93496 0.93966· 

1582 0.6100· 0.00372 1.04330 0.0007 0.;00610 • 0.;606 0.;88744 0.89288 

1583 0.7500· 0.;00450 1.;04230. 0•0011 . 0.00600 . o. 745 0.86711 . 0.87234 
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RUN PF PB RAT 10 CUT R DELTA p z Z/1-W 

1585 1.2000 0.00660 1.04030 0.0010 0.00550 I .1 93 0.82605 0.83062 

1586 0.9060 o.oo6oo I .0.4140 0.0010 0.00662 0.900 0.84862 0.85428 

. 1587 1.2000 0.00660 I .03920 o.oo1o· 0.00550 1.193 0.80350 0.80795 

1588 1.5000 0.00840 1.03790 0.0010 0.00560 I .492 0.77687 0.78125 

1589 0.1000 o.ooo42 1.04560 0.0008 0.00420 0.100 0.93461 0.93856 

1590 0.1000 0.00055 1.04580 0.0010 0.00550 0.099 0.93881 0.94400 

1591 0.1000 0.00060 1.04540 0.01113 0.006PO 0.099 0.93074 0.93636 

1711 0.4986 0.00379 1.04340 0.0006 0.00760 0.495 0.88943 0_.89624 

1712 0.2030 0.00157 1.04520 0.0013 0.00773 0.201 0.92665 0.93387 

1713 0.7508 0.00187 I ~04080 0.0018 0.00249 0.749 0.83664 0.83873 

1714 0.9994 0.00228 1.03950 . 0.0010 0.00228 0.997 0.80967 0.81152 

1715 0.1012 0.00086 1.04450 0.0012 0.00850 0.100 0.91225 0.92006 

1716 1.4946 0.00336 1.03660 0.0014 0.00225 1.491 o. 75038 o. 7520.7 

1717 0.2001 o.oo 149 1.04580 0.0013 0.00745 0.199 0.93894 0.94598 

1718 0.5010 0.00341 1.04390 0.0006 0.00681 0.498 0.89969 0.90585 

1719· 0.2026 0.00155 1.04540 0.0013 0.00765 0.201 0.93074 0.93792 

1720 0.1004 0.00074 1.04520 0.0012 0~00737 _ .. ,;.,0.1 00 0.92659 0.93347 

1721 2. 9760 0.00616 1.02850 0.0.010 0.00207 2.970 0.58419 0.58540 

1722 1.9520 0.0 I 148 1.03470 0.0010 0.00588 I .941 0.71127 0.71548 

1723 4.0240 0.00812 1.02400 0.0010 0.00202 4.016 0.49195 0.49294 

I 72~ 4.9900 Q.00988 I .02060 0.0010 0.001·98 4.980 0.42226 0.42309 

I 725 7.5340 0,;01381 1.01340 0.0010 0.00183 7;.520 0.27467 0.275i8 

1726 9.9000 o.o·1 153 I .00900 0.0010 0.;00116 9.888 0.18448 0.18470· 

1727 2.9720 0.00346 1.02780 o.oo1o 0.00116 2.969 0~56985 0.57051 
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RUN PF PB RATIO CUT R DELTA P z Z/1-W 

1803 1.0000 0.00889 1.'03980 0.0004 0.00889 0.9:91 0.81557 0.82289 

1804 o. 7500' 0.00656 1.04060 0.0010 0.00875 0.743 0.83221 0.83955 

1805 0.5100 0.00413 1.;04300 0.0010 0.00810 0.506 0.88142 0.88861 

1806 0.2000 0.00205 1.04600 0.0008 0.01025 0.198 0.94281 0.95257 

1807 o. 5000 ' 0.;00428 1.04280 0.0010 0.00856 0.496 0.87731 0.88488 

1808 0.2000 0.00192 I .04530 0.0008 0.00960 0.198 0.92845 0.93745 

1809 0.7500 0.00563 1.04140 0.0010 0.;00751 0.744 0.84862 0.85503 

1810 1.0000 0.;00755 1.04100 0.0010' 0.00755 0.992 0.;84042 0.84681 

1811 .0.1000 0.00120 1.04610 0.0010 0.01200 0.099 0.94495 0.95643 

1812 1.0000 0.;00776 1.04070 0.0010 0.00776 - 0.992 0.83426 0.84078 

1813 2.2000· 0.01370 1.03360 0.0010 0.;00623 2.186 0.68874 0.69306 

1814 3.0000. 0.01850 1.02800 0.0010 0.;00617 2.9'81 o. 57394 0.57750 

1815 o. 7560· 0.00580 1.04190 0.0010 0.;00767 0.750 0.85887 0.86551 

1816 0.5100 0.00429 1.04320 0.0010 0.00841 0.506 0.88552 0.89303 

1817 o.5ooo· 0.00411 1.;04420 0.0010 0.00822 0.496 0.90601 0.91352 

1818 0.2000 0.;00186 I .04650 0.0008 0.;00930 0.198 0.95304 0.96199 

1819 1.0000' o.·oo755 1."04050' 0.0010 0•00755 0.9.92 0.83017 0.83648 

1820 I.OQOO o.nn75~ 1.or.o~o 0.0010 u.oo755 0.992 0.82402 0.83029 
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-
· · NEON SEPARATION DATA 

SAMPLE NUMBER 64 

RUN PF PB RATIO CUT R DELTA P z - Zl 1~w 

1384 0.9840 0.00600 1.01960 0.0006 0.00610 0.;978 0.40168 0.40415 

1385 2.1000. 0.00740 1.00830 0.0003 0.00352 2.093 0.17008 0.17068 

i 386 . 0.5008 '0.00400 1.-02870 0.0:012 0.00799 0.497 0.58836 0.59309 

1387 0.-5150 0.00320 I .02860 0.0012 0.00621 0.512 0.58629 0.58995 

1388 '0.2120 0 .oo 138 1.-03850. 0.0005 0.;00651 0.2'11 0.78898 . 0.-7941 5 

1389 0.3080 0.00150 I •. 03530 · 0.0007 0.00487 0.3.06 0.72346 0.72700 

1390 0.2120 0.00100 1 .. 03860. 0.0005 0.00472 0.;211 0_.79101 o. 79476 

1391 o.1ooo o.ooo4o I.O:Itl40 . 0.-0007 o. 00400 0.100 0.84848 0.85189 

1.392 0.0600 0.;00018 I .O:It 130 o.ooo9 0.00300 0.060 0.84650 0.84905 

1393 0.1060 0.00120 I.O'Itl20 0.0007 0.;01132 o.1 05 0.84439 0.85406 

1394 0.1040 0.00200 I.Ollt 130 0.0007 0.;01923 0.102 0.~4644 0.86304 

1395 o. 7.624 0.00420 1.02480 0.0005 0.00551 0.758 0.50823 0.51105 

1396 0.4140 0.00200 , .. 03230 0.0007 0.-00483 o·.4t2 0.66199 0.66520 

1397 1.5000 0.00780 I .0~1 170 0.0009 0.00520 1.492 0.23982 0.24107 

1398 0.1020 0.00046 1.0:4190 0.0007 0.00451 0.102 0.85874 0.86263 

1399 0.0552 0.00040. 1.04200 0.0008 0.00725 0.055 0•86084 0.;86712 

1400 0.0520 0.00136 t.-04220 0.0009 0.;02615 0.051 . 0.86495 0.88818 

1401' 1.2100 0.00700 1.01640 0.0005 0;.00579 I .203 0.33607 0.33803 

1402 2.4700 0.01460 1.00720. O.OQ03 O.o00591 2.455 o. 14753 0.;14841 

1403 3.0200 0.01720 1.00520. 0.0003 0.00570 3.003 0.106,5 O. I 0716 

1404 3.5800 0.0~100. 1.00400. 0.0003 0.00590. 3.539 0.08196 0.;082-45 

1405 0.7500 0.0041t0. 1.02410 0.0017 0.00587 0.746 0.49417 0.;49709 

1406 4.0000 0.0'2120 1.00240 0.0003 0.00530 3.979 0.04918 0.04944 

1407 4.6100 0.02680 1.00240 0.0003 0.00581 4.5.83 0.04918 0.04947 
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RUN PF PB RAT 10 CUT R DELTA p z Z/1-W 

1408 5.0300 0.02920 1.00190 o.ooo3 0.00581 5.001 0.03893 0.03916 

1409 6.0400 0.02240 1.00140 •o.ooo3 0.00371 6.018 0.02869 0.02879 

1410 ·7 .0400 0.02660 I .00080 •0.0003 0.00378 7 .o 13 0.01639 0.01645 

1411 6.0900 0.03520 1.00160 •o.ooo3 0.00578 6.055 0.03278 0.03298 

1412 8.0200 0.04580 1.00050 *0.0003 0.00571 7.974 0.01025 0.01030 

1413 7.5200 0.04440 1.00010 *0.0003 0.00590 7.476 0.00205 0.00206 

1414 5.4800 0.03160 lo00140 *0.0003 0. 005 77 5.448 0.02869 0.02885 

1415 I O. 0000 0.03860 1.00005 *0.0004 0.00386 9.961 0.00102 0.00103 

1416 4.0000 0.02240 I .00320 0.0003 0.00560 3.978 0.06557 0.06594 

1417 7. 5200 0.04320 1.00050 •o.ooo3 0.00574 7.477 0.01025 0.01030 

1800 0.2120 0.00493 1.03850 0.0005 0.02325 0.207 0.78898 0.80776 

1801 0.1020 0.00220 I. :>4170 . 0.0007 0.02157 0.100 0.85465 0.87349 

1802 0.3000 0.00574 I .03640 0.0004 0.01913 0.294 0.74591 0.76046 
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NEON SEPARATION DATA 
SAMPLE NUMBER 2 

"· 

RUN PF PB RATIO CUT R DELTA P z Z/1-W 

1598 . 0.5000 0.03160 1.02930 0.0011 0.06320 0.468 0.60061 0.64113 

1599 0.1000 0.00960 1.04080 0.0010 0.09600 0.090 0.83629 0.92510 

1600 0.0500 0.00500 1.04090 0.0013 0.10000 o.o45 0.83847 0.93164 

.1601 0.0508 0.00400. 1.04090 0.0013 0.;07874 0.047 0.83848 0.91014 

1602 2.1000. 0.;06520 1.00770 0.0020 0.03105 2.035 0.15791 o. 16297 
' .. 

1603 1.0200 0.04020 1.01980 0.0019 0.03941 0.980 0.40604 0.42270 

1605 2.4600 0.06080 1.00510 0.0017 0.02472 2.399 0.10458 0.10723 

1606 3.0200 0.07340 1.00410 0.0018 0.02430 2.947 0.08407 0.08617 

1607 1.5000 0.04200 1.01310 0.0018 0.02800 1.458 0.26862 0.27636 

1669 0.;5020• 0.02188 1.02840 0.0017 0.04359 0.480 0.58234 0.60888 

1670 o. 7000. 0.02787 I .02440 0.0017 0.03981 0.672 o. 50033 0.52107 

1671 I .00 I 0 · 0.03998 1.01800 0.0017 0.03994 0.;9:61 0.36910 0.38445 

1672 1.5000 0.05415 1.01150 0.0017 0.;03610 .1.446 0.23581 0.24464 

1674 2.5040. 0.07225 1.00580 0.0018 0.02885 2.432 0.11893 0.12247 

1675 0.1000 0.02160. 1.03530 0.0014 0.21600 0.078 0.72372 0,;92311 

1676 0.0502 0.01365 1.03540 0.0013 0.27191 0.037 o. 72573 0.99676 

1677 0.2020 0.01701 1.03770 0.0016 0.08421 0.185 0.77302 0.84410 

1678 0.2988 0.0.1443 I ~03570 · 0.0017 0.04829 0.284 0.73203 0.76918 

1679 2.9900. 0.12975 1.00380 0.0017 0.;04339 2.860• 0.;07792 0.08145 

1680 3. 5000 . 0.;08926 ... 00340 Q.OOI. 6 0.02550 3.4·11 0.06971 0.07154 

1681 4.0000 0.1.0322 1.00270 ·0.0015 0.02580 3.897 ().05536 0.05682 

1682 4.0280 . 0,; 12055 1.00280 0.0006 0.02993 3 •. 907 0.05738 0.05915 

1683 3.5160 0.09847 1.00370 0.0006 0.02801 3.418 0.07583 0.07801 

1684 2.9940 0.07675 1.;00490 0.0005 0.02563 2.917 0.10042 0.10306 
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RUN PF PB RAT 10 CUT R DELTA P z Z/1-W 

1685 2.0080 0.05730 1.00870 0.0005 0.028 54 1.9'51 0.17829 o. 18353 

1686 0.9960 0.03258 1.02040 0.0005 0.03271 0.963 0.41804 0.43218 

1687 0.5048 0.02038 1.03050 0.0005 0.04037 0.484 0.62505 0.65134 

1688 0.3014 0.02141 1.03540 0.0006 0.07104 0.280 0.72548 0.78096 

1689 o. 1996 0.01598 I .03780 0.0007 0 •. 08006 0.184 0.77470 0.84212 

1690 0.0996 0.02125 1.03670 0.0008 0.;21335 0.078 0.75220 0.95621 

1691 0.0502 0.01288 1.03520 0.0010 0.25657 0.;037 0.72151 0.97052 
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NEON SEPARATION DATA 
SAMPLE NUMBER I 

RUN. PP PB ·.' .. RATIO CUT R DELTA p l . Z/1-W 

I 338· 5.01·20 o·.122oo ... 1.00210 0.00'15 ·o.o2434 4.890 0.04306 0.04413 

1339; 2.1260. 0.06570 . 1.00700 0.0015 '0.03090 2.060 O. I 435.2 . o. 14810 

1341 0.9968 0.03820 1.01850 o.oo22 0.03832 0.959 0.37944 0.;39456 

1342 I .5080 0.06000 1.01080 0.0017 0.03979 1~448 0.22146 0.23063 

1343 3.0200 0.08460 I .00460 0.0015 0.02801 2.935 0.09431 0.09703 

1344 4.0040 0.10400 I .00350 0.0014 0.02597 . 3.900 0.07176 0.01367 

1349 0.2160 0.01280 I .03720 0.0258 0.05926 0.203 0.77218 0.82082 

1350 0.205{) o.o 1420 1.03490 0.0192 0.06907 o. 1'91 0.72200 o. 77556 

1357 0.2168 . 0.01480 I .03350 0.0154 0.06827 0.202 0.69168 0.74236 

1361 0.2060 0.;01430 I .03400 0.0147 0.06942 0.192 0.70178 0.75413 

1362 0.2160• 0.0 I 490 1.03640 0.0353 0.06898 0.201 0.75933 0.81559 

1366' 0•1900 0.01320 I .03470 0.0148 0.06947 0.177 0.716_25 0.76972 

1367 o .. 1881t 0.01310· 1.-03520 0.0147 0.06953 0.175 0.72653 0.78082 

1368 0.2056 0.01400 I .03390 0.01·1 8 0.06809 0.192 0.69868 0.74913 

1312. 0.1480 0.01 100. 1.;03170 0.010!! 0.07432 0.137 0.11541 0.83881 

1373 0.1088 0.;00420 1.'03870 0.0032 0.03860 o.1 o5 0.79414 0.82602 

1374 0.2020 0.00688 I .03530 0.0026 0.03406 0.195 0.72414 0.74967 

1315 0.0530 0.00210 I .04020 0.0039 0.03962 0.051 0.82519 0.85924 

1316 0.1060 0.00420. 1.03930. 0.0032 0.03962 0.102 0.80645 0.83972 

1371 0.0754 0 .oo 320 I .04000 0.003~ o. 04,244 0 .. 012 0.82094 0.85,732 

1378 . 0.0508 0.00209 1.0'41 30 0.0039 0.04114 0.049 0.84780 0.88418 

I 756 0.21ti68 0.;00936 1.'03550 0.0022 0.;03793 0.;237 0.7281 L. 0.75681 

I 757 0.2030 0•00745 1.03700 0.0024 0.03670 0.196 0.75896 0.78781 

i 758 0.1012 0.01019 I •. 03920 0-0031 o. 10271 0.091 0.80437 0.89644 



RUN 

1759 

1760 

1761 

PF PB 

0.0505 0.00610 

0.504~ 0.01489 

0.2512 0.00869 

RATIO 

1.04010 

1.02870 

I .03620 

128 

CUT R 

o.oon o. 12010 

0.0017 0.02951 

0.0022 0.03459 

DELTA P 

0.044 

. 0.490 

0.243 

z 

0.82312 

0.58849 

0.74247 

Z/1-W 

0.93610 

0.60638 

0.76908 

., 
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NEON SEPARATION DATA 

SA~PLE NUMBER 5 

RUN . pp. . PB RATIO CUT R. .DELTA P z Z/1-W 

1763. o.ttOI8 0.01065. 1.03990 0.0019 . .0.02651 0.;391 ·0.81822 0.84050 

i764 ·2.5200' 0.0·1779' -1.01730 0.0237 0·.00706 2.502 0.3581.3 0.36128 

1765' I .0244 0.02089 1.03140. 0.0021 . 0·.02039 ·1.004 0.64397 0.;65738 

1766 0.7566 . 0.01851 ·1.03370. -0.0020. 0.02446 0.738 0.69U I 0.70844 

1767 ·0.4.918 '0.;01262 '-.. ·1.03890 0.0019 0.02566 ' 0.;479. .0.79771 0.818·72 

1768 . ·3.0180 ·. 0.01815 I .01540 ·: 0·.0259 o·.oo6ol 3.000 0.31969' 0.32162 

1769 3.5700 0.02291 1.01240 0.0262 0.00642 3.547 0.25745 0.25912 

1710 4.01f40. 0.01572 1.0:1120 0.0280 0.00389 4.028 0.23275 0.23365 

1711 0.3058 0.00936 1.04100 0.0018 0.03061 0.;296 0.84077 0.86132 
r 

1712 0.2300 0.00662 1.04240 0.0019 0.02878 0.223 0.86951 0.89528 

1713 0.1004 0.00387 1.04410 0.0015 0.038.'55 0.097 0.90418 0.;94043 

1714 4.4780 0•02549 1.01020 0.0294 0.00569 4.453 0.21212 0.21334 

1715 1.5008 0.02606 1.02700 0.0022 0.;01736 1.'475 0.55376 0.56355 

1716 2.0000 0.03248 1.0\2160 0.0023 0.01624 1.968 0.44304 0.45035 

1717 5.0180. 0.02922 1.00820 0.0312 0.00582 4.989 0.17069 0.17169 

1178 5.9680 0.03227 1.00700 0.0322 0.00541 5.936 0.14578 0.14658 

1719 7.0580 0.03739 1.00560. 0.0354 0.;00530 7.0;21 0.11682 0.;11745 

1780 8.0360 0.02653 1.00510 0.0383 0.00330 · 8.-oo9 0.10655 0.10691 

1781 9.0380 0.02886 I .00460 0.0411 0.;00319 9.009 0.09625 0.09656 

1182 9.8340 0.;03360 1.0036() 0.0434 0.00342 9.1:'00. 0.07542 0.07567 

1783 o.tt9t6 0.01240 1.03620 0.0091 0.02522 0.479 0.74506 0.;76434 

1784 0.2086 0.00650 1.04220 0.0049 0.03116 0.202 0.86669 0.;89456 

1785 0.1992 . 0.00660 1.04300 o.ooo1 0.03313 0.193 0.;88128 ·0.91148 

1186 0.5020 0.0'1157 I .03710 o.ooo8 0.02305 0.490 o. 77270 0.79093 
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RUN PF PB RATIO CUT R DELTA P · z Z/1-W 

1793 5.1000 0.03361 1.00950 0.0006 0.00659 5.066 0.19470 0.19599 

1794 5.1000· 0 .• 07290 1.00980 0.0031 Oe01429 5.027 0.20109 0.20400 

1795 6.0101) 0.07400 1.00730 0.0032 0.01231 5.936 0.14980 0.15167 

1796 . 7.0200. 0.04110 1.00620 0.0033 0.00585 6.979 0.12723 0.12798 

1797 8.0400 . 0.04628 1.00550 0.0038 o.oo576 7 •. 994 0.11290 0.11355 

1798 3.0200 0.04788 I .o 1570 0.0025 0.01585 2.972 0.32206 0.32725. 

1799 4.0000 0.06407 1.01230 0.0028 0.01602 3.936 0.25235 0.25646 
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APPENDIX C - ACCURACY AND PRECISION 

MASS SPECTROMETER MEASUREMENTS 

A quality control test was conducted to monitor the performance of the mass 
spectrometer during the p·eriod' of this s ttidy. Neon samples were prepared 
by collecting appropriately large samples from several of the separation 
tests. Ratios of. the isotopic .ratiQs were measured by the mass spectrom
eter by pairing together individual product samples wi.th multiple feed 
samples and individual feed samples with multiple product samples. The 
ratio of the 22Ne/ (1 - 22Ne) for the product sample· to the 22Ne/ (1 -

22
Ne) 

for the feed sample was calculated to·give·a value, R, for the ratio of 
isotopic ratios. 

Thirteen control samples with varying 22Ne/(l- 22 Ne) were prepared and 
paired together to form 19 ratio pairs·with R values ranging from 1.008 to 
1.043. These paired control materials were analyzed from October·l967 to 
March 1970 for a total of 117 analyses. The following statistical esti
mates were obtained from the analyses: 

Variance per individual (R - 1) result: 0.19 X 10- 6 

Standard deviation per individual (R - 1) result: ±0.44 X 10- 3 

95% confidence level per individual (R- 1) result:· ±0.86 x 10- 3 

There is no known bias associated with the measurements. 

FLOW MEASUREMENTS 

The flow measurements on all the test samples were made with the volumetric 
flow system described in the text. The precision of the volumetric system 
was checked by measuring flow rates through a jeweled orifice with a throat 
diameter of 0.001 in.· Measurements were also made with the gravimetric 
flow system which was designed and constructed at ORGDP and has been com
pared with NBS standards.* Table C-1 shows a comparison between the mea
surements made-with the gravimetric system 'and the volumetric system. 
Table C-2 shows. results of viscosity ratios and slip intercepts with stan- · 
dard deviations obtained from measurements with different gases on the test 
sample 1054. 

*Colli~s, W .- T. , and Selby, T. W. , Gr>avimet:r>ia Mass Flow Standar>d. Par>t 1: 
Design and ConstPUation, Union Carbide Corporation, Nuclear Division, Oak 
Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant, May 18, 1965 (K-1632, Part 1). 

Collins, W. T., and Selby, T. w., Gr>avimetr>ia Mass Flow Standar>d. Par>t 2: 
Pe:r>formance and Evaluation, Union Carbide Corporation, Nuclear Division, 
Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant, April 15, 1966 (K-1632, Part 2). 
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Table C-1 

COMPARISON OF FLOW MEASUREMENTS FROM A VOLUMETRIC 
SYSTEM WITH THOSE.FROM A GRAVIMETRIC SYSTEM 

Gravimetric System 

A fit of seven measurements gave: 

F (std cc/min) = 0.07934 Pf - 0.0992 

Standard deviation = 0.0179 

Percent deviation at .midpoint of curve = 0.074% 

Volumetric System 

A fit of 24 measurements gave: 

F (std cc/min) = 0.4710 x 10-
5 

Pf
2 + 0.07666 Pf- 0.5865 

Standard deviation = 0.014 

Percent deviation at midpoint of curve = 0.083% 

Comparison of Two Systems 

Percent Jlfference in values calculated from the curves at the 
midpoint of the regton where the two sets of data overlap: 0.12% 

Note: Standard conditions referred to are 76 em Hg at 25°C. 



Steady 
State 

!"", Pressure 
Decay 

.. 

~his was 
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Table C-2 

COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND 
THEORETICAL VALUES FOR DIFFERENT GASES 

Gas n/n0 wm/wo 

N2 1.000a 

A. 0.9968 ± 0.0033 

Ne 1.0085 ± 0.0041 

. · ws/w
0 

0.7091 ± 0.025 

0. 7218. ± 0.008 

0. 7300 ± 0.006 

He 1. 0413 ± 0.0094 · ·o. no9 ± 0.008 

0.7205 

N2 0. 9873 ± o. 0013 0.99 0.7194 ± 0.0025 

A 0.9778 ± 0.0013 0.97 o. 7787 ± 0.0308 

Ne 0.9798 ± 0.0030 0.95 0.7498 ± o. 0044 . 

He. 0.9568 ± 0.0149 0.92 0.6993 ± 0.0020 

0.7368 

used as the reference point for comparison. 
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